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Abstract

Advances in the Electron Back-Scatter Diffraction (EBSD) technique are discussed.

Improvements in EBSD calibration and analysis are compared with existing

methods and estimates of measurement errors made.

Programs have been written to model the Iterative Fitting technique. The errors

due to incorrect location of the pattern centre are calculated, and a simple formula for

calculating the expected distribution of pattern centre values is given.

A new grain imaging technique is discussed that allows grain structure and, in

some cases, deformation to be observed by the production of Orientation Contrast Images.

The use of Rodrigues-Frank Space to display grain orientation and

mis-orientation data is discussed along with improvements in data visibility produced by

colour and 3-dimensional display techniques.

The new techniques are applied to several materials, including nickel-base

superalloys, alpha-iron, and a BiSrCuCa0 high temperature superconductor.
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Dedication

For my parents.

Imagination does not. breed insanity.

Exactly what. does breed insanity i8 reason.

Poets do not. got mad; but. chess-players do.

Mathematicians go mad, and cashiers;

but. creative artists very seldom.

I am not., an will be seen,

in any gefl8C attacking logic:

I only (gay that this danger does lie in logic,

not. in imagination.

G.K. Chesterton, 1908.

From Orthodoxy, Chapter II—the Maniac.
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1 Introduction

1.1 General Introduction
This thesis discusses advances in the Electron Back-Scatter Diffraction (EBSD)

technique, and their application to the elucidation of the grain structure of and

deformation within metals.

Improvements in EBSD calibration and analysis are compared with existing

methods and estimates of measurement errors are made.

A new grain imaging technique is discussed that allows grain structure and, in

some cases, deformation to be observed in Orientation Contrast Images (OCI) by a novel

application of Forward Mounted Back-Scatter Detectors (FMBSDs).

The combination of images from several FMBSDs to produce a Colour OCI

(Cod), and the subsequent increase in information content, is also discussed.

A new technique for displaying grain orientations in Rodrigues-Frank (R-F) Space

is discussed. Improvements in data visibility by colour and 3-dimensional display

techniques are discussed.

The new techniques are applied to several materials, and the results discussed.
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1.2 Structure of the Thesis
This thesis is broken up into 6 chapters

1 Introduction
Discussion of the effects of orientation on mechanical properties;
Methods of orientation measurement;
Introduction to EBSP,

2 Literature Survey of the EBSP technique
History, Pattern Formation, Interpretation of EBSPs,
Review of EBSP Calibration methods,

3 Grain Imaging
Brief description of existing methods;
Channeling Contrast; Use of the FMBSDs for Grain Imaging,

4 New EBSP Procedures
Description of the NPL EBSP System; Improvements in Silicon Calibration;
The Sighting Wires as a means of Pattern Centre Determination;
Simulation and Fitting of EBSPs; Comparison of Calibration Accuracies,

5 Presentation of Orientation Data
Orientation, Misorientation, Texture;
Representation and Orientation and Texture, Rodrigues-Frank Space;
Advances in R-F Space Techniques, Orientation Images,

6 Application of New Procedures
Imaging Grain Structure and the Deformation in Nickel-base Superalloys,

7 Discussion and Conclusions

1.3 Electron Back-Scatter Diffraction
Electron Back-Scatter Diffraction (EBSD) is a Scanning Electron Microscope

(SEM) based diffraction technique that allows sub-micron examination of the crystalline

state of the grains and sub-grains in a material - metal, ceramic or mineral.

The EBSD technique generates Electron Back-Scatter Patterns (EBSPs) that can

be used to measure the orientation and crystalline nature (crystal system & unit cell

parameters) of sub-micron regions of a crystalline specimen. It can also be used to quantify

the effects of strain and damage in a region of a specimen.
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1.4 The Effect of Orientation on Material Properties
The physical properties of all crystalline materials are related to their structure,

that is to say, the arrangement of atoms within a crystal lattice, and the deviations of that

structure from ideality. One approach to understanding and predicting the macroscopic

properties of a material is to examine the microscopic structure, the microstructure - the

grains and grain boundaries, their structure, composition and crystallography.

Some materials exhibit isotropic mechanical properties (i.e. they behave the same

way when affected along any axis), while others display strong anisotropy which can be

exploited to produce a material with, for example, a higher strength (along a certain axis)

to weight ratio than normal.

Wood' is an excellent example of a material with anisotropic properties. It has a

"fibrous" arrangement of parallel cylindrical fibres which result in improved strength when

loaded "with the grain". It is also an example of a composite material in which the fibres

are stronger along their length, and when loaded, all stretch at similar rates and so

postpone the catastrophic failure caused when the interfaces between fibres start to fail.

Single crystals can also display anisotropy - caused by planes of atoms holding

together more strongly in some crystallographic directions than in others, and also by

dislocations (lattice faults) being more easily activated and moved in certain directions.

Anisotropy can come from two main sources :

a) the crystalline arrangement of the lattice - producing "strong" and "weak"
directions which creep at different rates,

b) the interface between adjacent grains - i.e. the grain boundaries, and the
mis-alignment between the grains. (certain mis-alignments allow the two
lattices to slot precisely into each other)

There are many applications for anisotropic materials - for example, bamboo has

been used for millennia.

More recently, blades for aircraft turbine engines have been made from

directionally solidified nickel-base superalloys. The improved mechanical properties are

partly due to the removal of most of the grain boundaries, and, because the grains have

their [001] axes aligned, they creep at similar rates, and have increased creep ductility. The

material's composition and the phases present can be carefully controlled by modifying the

heat treatment. However, because of the difference in mechanical properties, blade

1 The New Science of Strong Materials,
J.E. Gordon, Penguin, 1984, 2" d Edition, ISBN 0 14 02 0920 4, Chapter 6.
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manufacturers have to scrap a blade with grains that deviate by more than — 10 0 from the

solidification direction.

1.4.1 Measurement of Orientation and Texture

The orientation of the grains in a metal has a marked effect on its mechanical

properties. Measurement of the distribution of orientations - the texture - of a material can

be helpful in predicting its mechanical properties.

There are many techniques for measuring the orientation of a crystallite within a

bulk specimen : the main ones are listed below.

• X-ray diffraction,
• Kossel X-ray Diffraction,
• Electron Channeling Patterns (ECP),
• Electron Back-Scatter Diffraction (EBSD).

1.4.2 X-Ray Diffraction

X-ray diffraction can be used to measure the distribution of orientations within a

specimen, to estimate grain size, and to estimate elastic and plastic strain. It is the most

common technique for measuring texture.

X-ray diffraction, basically, uses an intense, collimated beam of X-rays to produce

a diffraction pattern of spots, which correspond to crystal planes, from the specimen. The

specimen is situated in a goniometer stage which allows it to be rotated with respect to the

X-ray beam. As the crystal rotates, certain planes will satisfy the Bragg condition and

produce a diffraction spot. By plotting out the angular distribution of this spots, a Pole

figure can be produced.

According to Bunge2 , pole figures are "orientation distribution functions of a specific

crystal direction, they cannot discern a rotation of the crystals about this direction", i.e. they represent

only part of the crystal orientation information.

When pole figures are produced from polycrystalline materials, the experimental

pole figures consist of the superposition of many pole figures from grains at different

orientations. These are difficult to interpret, but with the use of powerful deconvolution

techniques the Orientation Distribution Function (ODF) can be calculated. An ODF is a

3-dimensional representation of the distribution of orientations in a specimen.

2 Three-dimensional Texture Analysis,
H.J.Bunge, International Materials Reviews, (1987), Vol. 32, No. 6, pages.265-290.
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1.4.3 Kossel X-ray Diffraction

Kossel X-ray diffraction3,4,57 is a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) based

technique that can be used to accurately estimate a crystal's lattice parameters. It can also

be used to measure orientation.

Kossel X-ray diffraction uses the SEM's electron probe to excite X-rays from a

"point" source just below the specimen's surface. The X-rays travel in all directions from

the point, and those which satisfy the Bragg condition, can diffract out of the specimen in

the form of intense cones of X-rays. If these cones impinge on a piece of Electron

Microscopy (EM) film, they produce a diffraction pattern consisting of conic sections. By

analysing the diffraction pattern it is possible to calculate the orientation of the diffracting

crystal.

Kossel X-ray diffraction is a difficult technique to use, and the patterns it produces

have to be analysed off-line. This makes it impractical to measure the orientations of many

grains.

However, Kossel patterns are useful for accurately calculating lattice parameters

for materials. Once the projection parameters' have been accurately measured, it is

possible to achieve a lattice parameter measurement accuracy, according to Dingle?, of

— 1 in 7000.

3 Vollstandiges Reflexsystem eines Kristallgitters und Messung von Rontgenwellenlangen,
W. Kossel, Gott. Nachr. Math. Nature., 1935, Volume 1, pages 229-234.

4 Zur Systematik der Rontgenrefexe eines Raumigitters,
W. Kossel, Ann. Physik., 1936, Volume 25, pages 512-525.

5 Theory and Application of Kossel X-ray Diffraction in the Scanning Electron Microscope,
D.J. Dingley, Scanning, 1978, Volume 1, pages 77-99.

6 The Application of Kossel X-ray Diffraction to Technologically Important Alloys,
M.D. Vaudin, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Bristol, 1979.

7 Application of Kossel X-ray Back Reflection Technique in the SEM,
D.J. Dingley, J.W. Steeds, Quantitative Scanning Electron Microscopy, editors D.B. Holt,
M.D. Muir, P.R. Grant, I.M. Boswarva, Academic Press, London, 1974, pages 487-516.

8 Technique for Orientation Determinations by means of Kossel Diffraction in the Electron Microprobe,
H. Halbig, P.L. Ryder, W. Pitsch, Vth International Congress on X-ray Optics and Microanalysis,
Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1969, pages 388-395.

9 A General Method for Locating the X-ray Source Point in Kossel Diffraction,
S. Biggin, D.J. Dingley, J. Appl. Cryst., 1977, Volume 10, pages 376-385.
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1.4.4 Electron Channeling Patterns

Electron Channeling Patterns" (ECPs), or Coates" Patterns can be used to

measure the orientation of a crystal and to estimate strain". When ECPs are produced

from a moving electron probe they are known as Selected Area Channeling Patterns and

can be used to image grains and locate regions of deformation",

They are produced when a focussed beam of electrons is rocked about a point,

just within a specimen in the SEM. The image is detected by the SEM's secondary electron

detector and consists of many intense parallel bands, known as Kikuchi bands, bounded by

the grain structure of the volume sampled.

Because the beam has to be rocked, it is difficult to produce single ECPs from

materials with small grain size, usually anything less than 20/1m, without reducing the

rocking angle.

However, if the region sampled contains many small grains, and the magnification

is high enough, it is possible to produce an image of the grains in which they have

different, orientation dependent, contrasts".

Grain imaging is discussed in Chapter 3.

1 ° Generation of Orientation Patterns in the SEM and Their Application,
D.G. Coates, Phys. Stat. Sol., 1978, Volume 26, K11-12.

11 Kikuchi-like Reflection Patterns Obtained with the SEM,
D.G. Coates, Philos. Mag., 1967, Volume 16, page 1179.

12 The Effect of Deformation on Selected Area Electron Channeling Patterns,
D.L. Davidson, J. Mat. Sci. Lett., 1982, Volume 1, pages 236-238.

13 High-resolution Measurement of Crack-tip Plastic Zone Sizes by Selected Area Channeling Patterns.

A. Tekin, J.W. Martin, Metallography, 1989, 2, pages 1-14.

" Advanced Scanning Electron Microscopy and X-Ray Microanalysis,
D.E. Newbury, D.C. Joy, P. Echlin, C.E. Fiori, J.I. Goldstein, Plenum Press, NewYork, 1986,
ISBN 0-306-42140-2, chapter 3, page 108.
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1.4.5 Electron Back-Scatter Diffraction.

Electron Back-Scatter Diffraction (EBSD) offers rapid orientation measurement,

estimation of the effects of strain 15,16,17,18,19, and most importantly the ability to directly

compare, on-line, microstructure with observed orientation. EBSD is similar to ECP,

except that a stationary, unrocked, electron beam is used.

The EBSD technique is discussed, more fully, in the following chapter.

15 Observations of Deformation and Fracture Heterogeneities in a Nickel-base Superalloy using Electron Back
Scattering Patterns,
P.N. Quested, P.J. Henderson, M. McLean, Acta Metall., 1988, Volume 36, pages 2743-2572.

16 Quantitative Deformation Studies using Electron Back Scatter Patterns,
A.J. Wilkinson, D.J. Dingley, Acta Metall. Mater., 1991, Volume 39, pages 3047-3055.

17 Identification of Active slip Systems using Electron Back Scatter Patterns,

A.J. Wilkinson, Inst. of Phys. conf. series No. 119, EMAG '91, 1991, pages 197-200.

18 Interfacial Stresses in a Continuous Fibre Metal Matrix Composite,

A.J. Wilkinson, Scripta Metal. Mater., 1992, Volume 26, pages 387-392.

19 Strain Measurements using Electron Backscattering Diffraction Patterns,
D.J. Dingley, A.J. Wilkinson, G.P. Burns, Proceedings of the XII' International Congress for
Electron Microscopy, 1990, page 402.
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2 EBSP Literature Survey

2.1 Introduction
An Electron Back-Scattering Pattern (EBSP) consists of many intersecting, linear

features called Kikuchi bands - which consist of a strip, brighter than the background,

bounded by two edges (see figure 1, below). Each edge is geometrically attributable to

electrons that have been diffracted from a particular plane of atoms within the specimen.

Figure 1
	

Example EBSPs, from a Nickel base superalloy.

This chapter provides a limited survey of the theory, method and practice of

producing EBSPs.
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2.2 Historical Background
Kikuchi patterns were first observed, in 1928, by Kikuchi 20 '21 in the Transmission

Electron Microscope (TEM). Kikuchi found that electron diffraction patterns from thin

films of mica contained the expected diffraction spots on a background of linear

structures - which consisted of pairs of parallel 'excess' and 'defect' lines, now known as

Kikuchi lines. The positions of these lines could be explained on purely geometric grounds

from a knowledge of Bragg diffraction from crystal planes. The angular range of these

patterns was only 15°. Diffraction patterns from mica are reproduced, from Kikuchi's

original paper, in Bragg' S22 The Crystalline State.

In addition to the lines, Kikuchi and others"'" also observed band-like structures

between them, which could not be explained by the existing theories. The bands were

termed 'excess' or 'defect' if they were, respectively, brighter or darker than the

background, although the presence of defect bands is doubtful. It is thought that the

'defect' bands were an optical illusion caused by the sharpness of the lines, possibly due to

the effects of 'Mach' bands - discovered by Ernest Mach in 1865 (see Ratliff' or Foley et

al." for details). Subsequent work27,28,29,30 attempted to explain the formation of the bands,

but with little success.

20 Diffraction of Kathode Rays by Mica,
S. Kikuchi, Imp. Acad. Tokyo, Proc., June 1928, vol. 4, pages 271-278.

21 Diffraction of Kathode Rays by Mica,
S. Kikuchi, Imp. Acad. Tokyo, Proc., October 1928, vol. 4, pages 471-474.

22 The Crystalline State : A General Survey,
W.H. & W. L. Bragg, G. Bell and Sons Ltd., London, 1949, facing page 264.

23 Diffraction of Kathode Rays by Calcite,
S. Nishikawa, S. Kikuchi, Proc. Imp. Acad. Japan, October 1928, vol. 4, pages 475-477.

24 Diffraction of Electrons by a Single Crystal,
G.P. Thomson, Proc Roy. Soc. A, September 1931, vol. 133, pages 1-25.

25 Contour and Contrast,
F. Ratliff, Scientific American, vol. 226(6), June 1972, pages 91-101.

26 Computer Graphics : Principles and Practice,
J.D. Foley, A. van Dam, S.K. Feiner, J.F. Hughes, Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 2nd Edition,
1990, ISBN 0-201-12110-7; pages 735-736.

27 Diffraction ofKathode Rays by Single Crystals. Part II. Mean Inner Potentials of Crystals,
K. Shinohara, Inst. Phys. Chem. Research, Tokyo, August 1932, Sci. Papers No. 375, pages
315-322.

28 Theory and Practice of Electron Diffraction,
G.P. Thomson, W. Cochrane, Macmillan and Co. 1939.

28 Envelopes of Kikuchi Lines,
M. von Laue, Phys. Zeits., August 1936, vol. 36, pages 544-547.

" Theory of the Kikuchi Lines,
M. von Laue, Ann. d. Physik, March 1936, vol. 25, pages 569-576.
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Alam, Blackman and Pashley" used a cylindrical specimen chamber and camera to

produce high-angle Kikuchi patterns from cleaved LiF, KI, NaCl, PbS 2 crystals, all of which

share the sodium chloride f.c.c. structure. Electrons, with energies in the range 6 to 50keV,

were directed at grazing incident angles, from 5-40°, onto the cleaved surface of the

specimen, electrons reflected from the surface were imaged using photographic film. This

arrangement allowed a potential angular range of — 25 by 165° to be imaged, which is

considerably larger than that obtained by Kikuchi in the TEM. The patterns were found to

be remarkably sharp, and rich in detail. The widths of the bands were found to be related

to the incident beam energy, and in agreement with the Bragg law. Alam et al. also put

forward a possible mechanism to explain how "electrons can be diffused though large angles with

high efficiency, relative to small angles, and with relatively little loss of energy".

Electron Channeling Patterns32", (ECP) which are intimately related to EBSPs,

were also being developed in the meantime. An ECP can be imaged, via a back-scatter

detector, when a focussed electron beam is rocked about a point on a flat, horizontal

specimen. ECPs tend to have a smaller angular range, — 10 0 , than EBSPs, and tend to be

very sensitive to specimen surface preparation.

Venables and Harland" observed EBSPs in the Scanning Electron Microscope

(SEM) by using a 30mm diameter fluorescent imaging screen and a closed circuit television

camera - giving an angular range of — 60°. This method allowed on-line examination of

specimens and the measurement of crystal orientation at high spatial resolution. EBSPs

were later produced in a field emission gun scanning electron microscopes' - which

produced high spatial resolution, — 20nm, and orientation accuracy, ±0.3°.

31 High-angle Kikuchi Patterns,
M.N. Alam, M. Blackman, D.W. Pashley, Proc. Roy. Soc., 222, 1954, pages 224-242.

32 Kikuchi-like Reflection Patterns Obtained with the SEM,
D.G. Coates, Philosophical Magazine, 1967, volume 16, page 1179.

33 Advanced Scanning Electron Microscopy and X-Ray Microanalysis,
D.E. Newbury, D.C. Joy, P. Echlin, C.E. Fiori, J.I. Goldstein, Plenum Press, NewYork, ISBN
0-306-42140-2, chapter 3.

34 Electron Back-Scattering Patterns - A New Technique for Obtaining Crystallographic Information in the
Scanning Electron Microscope,
J.A. Venables, C.J. Harland, Philosophical Magazine, vol. 27, 1972, pages 1193-1200.

35 Accurate Microcrystallography at High Spatial Resolution using Electron Back-Scattering Patterns in a Field
Emission Gun Scanning Electron Microscope,
C.J. Harland, P.Akhter, J.A. Venables, J, Phys E. : Sci. Instrum., vol 14, 1981, pages 175-182.
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In 1979 Dingley" "obtained the first wide angle back-scatter patterns recorded on film

placed directly in the SEM and so combined the high resolution in the patterns observed by Pashley et al.

and the high spatial resolution demonstrated by Venables" . An EBSP imaged via film will usually

have a wider angular range and exhibit far more detail and contrast than one from a

phosphor. This improvement allows more accurate fitting of the pattern and the possibility

of phase identification, point group determination" and measurement of unit cell

dimensions e.g. of Bi2 1130.43Sr2.1 Ca 1.5Cu 2.8Mg0.2°y38, NiS239, Marcasite" - FeS2 and Blixite4/ -

PbC1[0.011].

Dingley42 '4" has also developed the combination of phosphor and television

cameras, with on-line orientation software"'" and graphical overlay of the EBSP simulation

on top of the original EBSP image. This has produced a rapid means of interactively

measuring orientation, allowing hundreds of grain orientations to be measured in a day.

The analysis techniques have also been extended to non-cubic materials, e.g. quartz' and

BiSrCuCa0 high temperature superconductor".

36 Electron Backscatter Diffraction in the Scanning Electron Microscope,
D.J. Dingley, K. Bab-Kikishi, Microscopy and Analysis, Issue 17, May 1990, pages 35-37.

37 Backscatter Kikuchi Diffraction in the SEM for Identification of Crystallographic Point Group,
K.Z. Baba-Kishi, D.J. Dingley, Scanning, 1989, vol. 11, 305-312.

38 Alpplication of Microtecture Determination using EBSD to non Cubic Crystals,
D.J. Dingley, A. Day, A. Bewick, Textures and Microstructures, 1991, vols 14-18, pages 91-96.

39 Application of Backscatter Kikuchi Diffraction in the Scanning Elctron Microscope to the study of NiS 2,
K.Z. Bab-Kishi, D.J. Dingley, J. Appl. Cryst., 1989, vol. 22, pages 189-200.

40 Extended use of EBSPs for Crystallography in the SEM,
D.J. Dingley, K. Baba-Kishi, Proc. XP' Int. Cong. on Electron Microscopy, Kyoto, 1986.

41 Phase Identification using Backscatter Kikuchi Diffraction in the scanning electron microscope,
Dingley, C. Alabaster, R. Coville, Inst. Phys. Conf. Ser. No. 98, Chapter 10, pages 451-454.

43 A Comparison of Diffraction Techniques for the SEM,
D.J. Dingley, Scanning Electron Microscopy/1981/IV, pages 273-286, 258.

43 Diffraction from sub-micron Areas using Electron Backscattering in a Scanning Electron Microscope,
D.J. Dingley, Scanning Electron Microscopy/1984/H, pages 569-575.

" On-line Analysis of EBSPs for Texture Studies,
D.J. Dingley, Scanning Electron Microscopy., 1987.

Developments in on-line Crystal Orientation Determination,
Inst. Phys Conf. Ser. No. 98, Chapter 10. pages 473-476.

46 On Line Microtexture Determination using Backscatter Kikuchi Diffraction in a Scanning Electron
Microscope,

Dingley, Eight International Conference on Textures of Materials (ICOTOM 8), Eds. J.S.
Kallend, G. Gottstein, The Metallurgical Society, 1988; pages 189-194.
Texture Determination in Deformed Rocks using Backscatter Kikuchi Diffraction,
D.J. Dingley, N. Gravestock, H. Rothstein, Inst. of Phys. Conf. Ser. 90. (Adam Hilger, Bristol)
EMAG 1987, 139.

48 A. Bewick, MSc Thesis, University of Bristol, 1990.
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Software improvements have lead to more intelligent analysis packages, e.g.

CHANNEL that can analyse an EBSP from a knowledge of the possible phase(s) present

and the positions of three unknown bands.

CHANNEL'', which was originally an Electron Channeling Pattern (ECP) analysis

package but can also be used for EBSP analysis, was written by N.H. Schmidt. It is

designed to allow an operator with little, or no, crystallographic knowledge to analyse an

EBSP and store the resulting orientation or phase data in a file. The operator initially tells

the program which phases are present and the program loads in the relevant reflector files

- lists of planes, with diffracted intensity. Then the user indicates the positions of several

Kikuchi bands on an EBSP and the program finds the best phase and orientation that fits

the data. The operator is then presented with a simulation of the most likely, and may

accept this or ask the program to try again. The software can differentiate between up to

five different phases, and has sophisticated methods of storing and annotating the data : by

phase, group, and/or by a five character identifier. For transparency and transportability of

data, all CHANNEL's data files use an open ASCII format.

The measurement of EBSP orientation has recently been automate d50,51,52,53. The

usual method of locating the Kikuchi bands is via the Hough transformation, which locates

bands of intensity by transforming the EBSP into Hough angle, displacement space, and

then applying a butterfly filter to find transformed Kikuchi bands peaks. Once the bands

have been located, it is relatively simple to feed them into a program, such as CHANNEL,

to calculate the orientation.

49 Computer-Aided Determination of Crystal-Lattice Orientation from Electron-Channeling Patterns in the SEM,
N-H. Schmidt, N. 0. Olesen, Canadian Mineralogist, 1989, Vol. 28, pages 15-22.

An Automatic On-Line technique for determination of Crystallographic Orientations by EBSP,
J. Jensen, N-H. Schmidt, Recrystalllization '90, TMS, pages 219-224.

51 Automated Analysis of Electron Backscatter Diffraction Patterns,
S.I. Wright, B.L. Adams, Metall. Trans. A, Phys. Metall. Mater. Sci., March 1992, Vol 23A, No. 3,
pages 751-767.

52 An Evaluation of the Single Orientation Method for Texture Determination in Materials of Moderate Texture
Strength,
S.I. Wright, B.L. Adams, Textures and Microstructures, 1990, Vol. 12, No. 1-3, pages 65-76.

53 Automated Determination of Lattice Orientation from Electron Backscattered Kikuchi Diffraction Patterns,
S.I. Wright, B.L. Adams, Textures and Microstructures, 1991, Vol. 13, No. 2-3, pages 123-131.
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2.3 Pattern Formation
The exact method of pattern formation is not understood well enough to predict

the intensity distribution in an EBSP, however a much simpler approach can be used to

explain the geometric positions of the Kikuchi lines :

i) The electrons strike the specimen, and within the Excitation Volume
(EV) they are inelastically scattered, losing — 1% of their energy - this
produces a little line broadening.

ii) These scattering events generate electrons travelling in all
conceivable directions in a small volume which is effectively a point
source.

iii) Electrons that satisfy the Bragg condition (nX=2d . sin0B) are
channeled differently to the other electrons - this produces a change
in the back-scattered electron angular distribution".

iv) These electrons form two cones, with large semi-apical angles of
90°-0 B , that intersect the imaging plane as hyperbolae - the Kikuchi
lines - which for normal geometries are almost straight.

" Kikuchi Band Contrast in Diffraction Patterns Recorded by Transmitted and Backscattered Electrons,
L. Reimer, U. Heilers, G. Saliger, Scanning, 1986, Volume 8, pages 101-118.
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2.3.1 Intensities

As has been already been mentioned in this chapter, it is quite difficult to predict

the intensity distribution across a Kikuchi map. This is mainly due to the specimen's tilt

producing an asymmetric Eigen matrix", which is difficult to solve explicitly.

Reimer" has calculated the profiles of ECP and EBSP excess bands using a

7-beam independent Bloch-wave model. He also presents a 2-beam analytical solution

which is only valid for low-order lines.

There is reasonable agreement between the model and experimental results.

However, Reimer adds a caveat - "These calculations show that it will be necessary to use the

dependent rather than the independent Bloch-wave model".

2.3.2 Background Correction

An EBSP, when detected on a flat Phosphor or EM film, is usually brightest near

the pattern centre, and fades away below and to the sides. By averaging sequential frames

it is possible to reduce the noise in the image, and then contrast stretch it.

However, even after these operations, there is still little visible in the image. The

Kikuchi bands only make use of — 5% of the available dynamic range; the rest is due to the

background. It is usual to strip this background using one of the following techniques :

i) Parabolic Background Correction,
By subtracting a curved parabolic background and then increasing
the images contrast, the amount of visible detail can be dramatically
increased.

ii) Defocussed Background Subtraction,
By defocussing the electron beam, and thus averaging many grains,
an image can be created that consists of only the EBSP background
signal and any blemishes in the camera or phosphor. This can then
be subtracted from subsequent images, prior to contrast stretching.

Both background subtraction techniques produce similar pattern clarity, however

the defocussed background subtraction produces aesthetically more pleasing images

because it removes blemishes.

Example images, produced using these techniques, are given in Appendix D.

' David Dingley, private communication, 1993.
56 Kikuchi Band Contrast in Diffraction Patterns Recorded by Transmitted and Backscattered Electrons,

L. Reimer, U. Heilers, G. Saliger, Scanning, 1986, Volume 8, pages 101-118. Page 113.
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2.3.3 Reciprocity Theorem - ECP and EBSP

There is an interrelationship between ECP and EBSP geometry, which was

originally pointed out by Venables and Harland'', and is discussed by Reimer et al."

The following diagram, based on one given in Reimer et al., shows the geometric

arrangement.

Figure 3	 Schematic showing the Reciprocity between the ECP and EBSP geometries.
The ECP diagram is rotated by 900.

This explains why both methods produce similar patterns, but an EBSP usually

covers a larger angular range ( 60° compared to — 15 0 for ECP) and has a better spatial

resolution, and also why the grain images discussed in the following chapter can also be

observed via ECP techniques.

Dingle?' has compared the Kossel X-ray diffraction, ECP and EBSP techniques.

57 Electron Back-Scattering Patterns - A New Technique for Obtaining Crystallographic Information in the
Scanning Electron Microscope,
J.A. Venables, C.J. Harland, Philosophical Magazine, 27, 1972, pages 1193-1200. Page 1193.

" Kikuchi Band Contrast in Diffraction Patterns Recorded by Transmitted and Backscattered Electrons,
L. Reimer, U. Heilers, G. Saliger, Scanning (1986), Volume 8, pages 101-118. Page 104.

" A Comparison of Diffraction Techniques for the SEM,
D.J. Dingley, Scanning Electron Microscopy, 1981, Volume IV, pages 273-276.
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2.4 EBSP Interpretation

2.4.1 Introduction

Without the assistance of intelligent software, the interpretation of an EBSP can be

a black art. It mainly consists of assigning indices to the zones and bands in the EBSP. If

the crystal system and unit cell parameters are known it is a relatively simple, unambiguous

operation.

A knowledge of the most intense bands in the EBSP is helpful, but of far more use

is a map, e.g. an EBSP montage or simulation, that shows the relative positions of the main

bands and zones. This allows a user to recognise the various elements of the pattern.

An example of a face centred cubic map is given in Appendix E.

2.4.2 On-line Indexing

When presented with an EBSP for indexing it is vital to be able to interactively

index the pattern, otherwise the process becomes very laborious and time consuming.

On-line indexing of EBSPs was first used and developed by Dingley60,61,62, who

used a BBC microcomputer with a Genlock overlay board to superimpose an interactive

interrogation system onto the EBSP.

The user was requested to indicate the position of either a <112> followed by a

<114> or <111> zones, or a <110> zone, and the positions of two bands that radiate

from it. The program only worked with cubic materials - which are, however, the most

frequent crystal system encountered.

To accurately measure the orientation of an EBSP, it is necessary to know the

relevant camera geometry parameters that control the projection of an EBSP onto the

imaging phosphor. This is discussed in the following section.

' On-line Analysis of Electron Back Scatter Diffraction Patterns. I. Texture Analysis of Zone Refined
Polysilicon,
D.J. Dingley, M. Longden, J. Weinbren, J. Alderman, Scanning Microscopy, 1987, Volume 1,
No. 2, Pages 451-456.

61 On-line Microtexture Determination using Backscatter Kikuchi Diffraction in a Scanning Electron
Microscope,
D.J. Dingley, Proceedings of the 8 th International Conference on Textures of Materials
(ICOTOM 8), Eds. J.S. Kallend, G. Gottstein, The Metallurgical Society, 1988, pages 189-194.

62 Developments in On-line Crystal Orientation Determination,
D.J. Dingley, Inst. Phys. Conf. Series No. 98, Chapter 10, pages 473-476.
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2.4.3 Camera Geometry

To analyse an EBSP, it is necessary to know the gnomonic projection parameters

that define the "camera" geometry. The parameters are depicted in figure 2, and are :

• Pattern Centre - PC (x,y)
• Specimen to Screen distance (Z)

• Specimen/Screen/Microscope/ Reference-Axes Transformations

Electron Beam

Figure 4	 EBSP Calibration parameters.
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2.5 Review of Calibration Methods

There are several methods of calibrating an EBSP system (see Table 1); however, it

should be noted that some of them do not measure all the calibration parameters and it

may be necessary to use a combination of methods.

The main methods are listed in Table 1, the columns in the table are

• PC Pattern Centre position,
• Z Specimen to Imaging Screen Distance,
•

•

Transforms

Accuracy

Specimen/Screen/Microscope/ Reference-Axes Transformations -
allowing conversion between different coordinate systems,
Overall accuracy of the method,

• Ease The ease of use of the method.

For PC, Z and Transforms, a higher number of ticks indicates that the method is

better, or more reliable, at measuring that parameter. For Accuracy and Ease, the more

ticks the better the method. It should be noted that this table is subjective, and is based on

one given in a talk by the author'.

Calibration Method PC Z Transforms Accuracy Ease

Geometry / ,/ V

Mirror Symmetry V VV

Pawnbrokers Balls ,/,( ./.(i ,/

Screen Movement ,(,( ././.7 ././

Calibrant - Silicon ./ ,(../ ,/,( ./.(ir ,(,(s/

Iterative Fitting ./ .//,./ ./ ,/,(,/ ./.(

Table 1
	

The main EBSP Calibration Methods.

2.5.1 Geometry

Of all the calibration methods, Geometry is the crudest; it merely involves

measuring the relative positions of the specimen, the electron beam and the imaging

screen. It is not a very reliable method, but can be used as a starting point.

2.5.2 Mirror Symmetry

This method was proposed by Dingley" and exploits the mirror symmetry

properties of certain bands and parts of an EBSP to locate the pattern centre. The method

' Austin Day : Good Calibration practice, talk given at the 2nd EBSP Meeting, the National Physical
Laboratory, April 1992.
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requires several features, that lie either side of a mirror plane, to be identified. If the line

that joins a pair of features were to pass through the pattern centre, then it would be

perpendicular to the mirror itself. By measuring the angle between this common line and

the mirror for at least two pairs of features it is possible to calculate where the pattern

centre should be.

2.5.3 Screen Movement

The pattern centre is defined as being the point on an EBSP that undergoes

minimum gnomonic distortion, and this property is exploited by the Screen Movement

calibration method which compares two EBSPs taken with the phosphor screen and

camera in different positions relative to the specimen.

The method proceeds as follows : the positions of three, or more, zones in an

EBSP are noted, then the phosphor and camera are jointly moved backwards along an axis

perpendicular to the phosphor, the new positions of the same zones are noted. The

pattern centre position can be found be extrapolating straight lines through the two

positions of each of the zones; these lines should intersect at the pattern centre. Figure 5

shows the two sets of zones, shown as circles and squares, and the lines intersecting at the

Pattern Centre, PC.

Figure 5	 Schematic showing pattern centre calibration by the Moving Screen method.

" David Dingley, private communication, 1991.
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The method works because moving the imaging screen backwards changes the

specimen to screen distance, which linearly scales the EBSP from the pattern centre, thus

zones must "move" along lines radiating from the pattern centre.

There are problems with this method : It relies heavily on the accuracy with which

the mechanical device, that moves the camera and phosphor, can be fabricated and

aligned. Also, if the screen is moved by only a small amount, the errors associated with the

extrapolated position of the pattern centre become large.

2.5.4 The Pawnbroker's Balls

The "Pawnbroker's Balls", also known as "Dingley's Balls", are a shadow-casting

technique that use three metal spheres mounted in front of the imaging screen - the balls

cast three elliptical shadows, the major axes of which, when extended, intercept at the

Pattern Centre. The technique was originally developed for the calibration of Kossel X-ray

Diffraction Patterns's.

The method is, primarily, an off-line technique; the EM Film used to image the

Kossel Pattern needs to be developed and the outline of the three ellipses digitised, before

the Pattern Centre can be determined.

However, it is a reasonably good, if cumbersome, technique for locating the

pattern centre.

Figure 6	 Schematic showing Pattern Centre Determination for Kossel X-Ray Diffraction using
the Pawnbroker's Balls.

' A General Method for Locating the X-ray Source Point in Kossel Diffraction,
S. Biggin, D.J. Dingley, J. Appl. Cryst. (1977), 10, page 376-385.
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2.5.5 Calibration using Silicon

Calibration using (001) silicon" is probably the most common technique, and if

performed rigorously, offers a reasonable means of locating the pattern centre and

calculating the specimen to screen distance.

Electron
Beam

Silicon
Unit Cell

II

Figure 7

Phqt

Schematic showing the orientation of the silicon unit cell that is usually used for silicon
calibration. The crystallographic directions and planes are also indicated.

The method requires a wafer of silicon tilted at 70.45° to the horizontal, see figure

7, and inclined towards a vertical phosphor. If this strict geometry is observed and the

silicon surface is exactly (100), then the [114] zone will mark the position of the pattern

centre.

For the other, less common geometry, the phosphor is placed parallel to the

silicons surface, and it is the [001] zone that marks the pattern centre.

There are, however, several major problems inherent in this method, these are

discussed in section 4.2.1.

" Texture Analysis of Zone Refined Polysiliccrn„
D.J. Dingley, M. Longden, J. Weinben, J. Alderman, On-line Analysis of Electron Back Scatter
Diffraction Patterns I, Scanning Micros., 1, pages 451-456.
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2.5.6 Iterative Fitting

Another method which can calculate the pattern centre location from the positions

of several zones, plane intersections or plane normals, was first proposed by Tixierm and

later developed by Pitsch et al.", Worthington' and Vaudin".

The method effectively calculates, either explicitly or via a fitting method, the

camera constants and crystal orientation that produce the correct inter-zonal angles.

This technique has been developed by Schmidt" and more recently by Krieger

Lassen and Bilde-Sorensen", the main difference being that the positions of at least five, or

more zones, were used to fit the EBSP parameters. Initial values were assigned to the

parameters, and the mismatch between the real and calculated positions of the zones, or

bands, calculated. This value is then minimised by adjusting the EBSP projection

parameters - Pattern Centre, Specimen to Screen Distance and Crystal Orientation.

To produce an accurate pattern centre, Krieger Lassen and Bilde-SOrensen have

averaged the results from five EBSPs fifteen times - producing a standard deviation of 0.6°

in the position of the pattern centre.

This method produces a very reliable value for the Specimen to Screen Distance,

but is very insensitive to small movements in the pattern centre as these can be

accommodated by, and are almost indistinguishable from, small crystal rotations.

The problems of determining the pattern centre using iterative fitting are

discussed in depth in section 4.3.4. The author's independently developed version of the

iterative fitting algorithm is discussed in section 4.3.2, along with the other methods

developed for accurate pattern centre determination.

• Kossel Patterns,
R. Tixier, C Wache, J. Appl. Cryst., 1970, volume 3, pages 466-485.

" Technique for Orientation Determinations by Means of Kossel Diffraction in the Electron Microprobe,
H. Halbig, P.L. Ryder, W. Pitsch, Proc. Vth Congress on X-ray Optics and Microanalysis,
Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1969, pages 388-395.

• Kossel Line Studies at Low Temperature,
S. Worthington, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Bristol, 1976.

70 The Application of Kossel X-ray Diffraction to Technologically Important Alloys,
M.D. Vaudin, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Bristol, 1979.

71 N.H. Schmidt, algorithm used in the CHANNEL EBSP analysis package. Private Communication,
1992.

72 Calibration of and Electron Back-Scattering Pattern Set-Up,
N.C. Krieger Lassen, J.B. Bilde-SOrensen, Journal of Microscopy, Volume 170, Part 2, May 1993,
pages 125-129.
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3 Grain Imaging

3.1 Introduction
One of the main problems with relating the texture and microstructure of a

polycrystalline material is that of locating the grain boundaries.

The usual methods of chemical or thermal etching tend to produce surface relief,

and can etch unevenly - i.e. emphasise particular grains or not etch certain grain

boundaries. This unevenness makes it difficult to image details on or near the grain

boundary - using either optical or scanning electron microscopes.

Because of the surface relief problem other methods of imaging mechanically flat

specimens were examined. The most promising was the use of the Forward Mounted

Back-Scatter Detectors (FMBSDs), which image small regions of the EBSP. Methods of

combining the images from several detectors were also developed.

This chapter briefly shows some of the problems with existing grain imaging

methods, and then details the development of the FMBSDs into a viable grain imaging

technique. The advantages of combining the FMBSD orientation images, to produce RGB

composite images, are also discussed.
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3.2 Existing Methods of Imaging Grain Structure

3.2.1 Grain Etching

P.- Thermal Etching

The unevenness produced by thermal etching can be seen in figure 8, which shows

the surface of a thermally etched stainless steel. Some grains can be seen to be more

prominent than others by the deeper shadows at their edges.

Figure 8 Secondary Electron Image of a Thermally Etched Uranus B50 Duplex Stainless Steel,
heated to 1300°C then oil quenched. The main phase is Ferrite, with — 4% Austenite.
Specimen courtesy of A.T. May.

PI" Chemical Etching

The usual method of revealing a specimen's grain structure is by chemical etching.

The grain boundaries are usually attacked more rapidly, and to a greater extent, than the

grains. There are, however problems in that the etchant can be selective in the way it

etches certain grain boundaries, as depicted above in figure 8.
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Figure 9	 Schematic showing a problem with grain boundary etching - not all boundaries are
etched to the same extent, causing some grains to be invisible.

This effect can be seen in a real specimen in figure 10 where some of the grain

boundaries, near the centre of the micrograph, have barely been etched, but their

presence can be inferred by cusps on adjacent grain boundaries.

Figure 10	 Optical micrograph of a 6061 aluminium specimen from a gas cylinder, etched in 2%
NaOH. Magnification x500. Specimen courtesy of D.M. Hayes & H. C. Jones.
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3.3 Channeling Contrast

3.3.1 Introduction

As has already been mentioned, the arrangement of atoms in a crystalline lattice

and its deviation from perfection affects the properties of a crystalline material.

It is always useful to be able to locate, identify and image areas of a material that

have been damaged. Ideally, it would be advantageous to be able to image the grain

boundaries and dislocation networks; this is, however, not always feasible.

In the Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) it is relatively easy to image grain

boundaries, defects and even dislocations. However, in the TEM specimen preparation

tends to introduce additional damage to the specimen - e.g. extra dislocations, or bending

to relieve stress. This problem has been considered by Wilkinson et al.".

For bulk specimens, depending on material and condition, it is relatively easy to

chemically or thermally etch grain boundaries, however such methods can preferentially

etch certain boundaries more than others, and introduce topology at and near the grain

boundaries that can produce problems.

The — 71 0 tilt used for EBSP aggravates such topology problems and makes it

difficult to produce EBSPs near the true grain boundary.

It would therefore be useful to have method of imaging grain structure from

mechanically flat specimens - thus leaving grain boundaries less disturbed.

3.3.2 Electron Channeling Patterns

10.- Electron Channeling Contrast

For an SEM configured to produce Electron Channeling Patterns (ECP) it is

possible to produce images where grains of different orientation exhibit different image

contrasts, known as Electron Channeling Contrast (ECC). This is most easily seen in

specimens with a small grain size, say less than 100 Inn, and at high magnification, > 500

times.

73 The Measurement of Local Plastic Deformation in a Metal-Matrix Composite by Electron Back-Scatter
Patterns,
A.J. Wilkinson, G. Gonzalez, D.J. Dingley, Journal of Microscopy, Vol. 169 part 2, February 1993,
pages 255-261.
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See Newbury et al:74,75 or Booker' for more information on ECC and the ECP

technique.

Electron Channeling Contrast is produced when electrons channel into a grain,

reducing the yield of back-scattered electrons, and thus producing a lower electron

intensity than expected. Channeling of electrons is shown schematically in figure 11, below.

Figure 11
	

Schematic representation of non-channeling and channeling crystal orientations - in
the channeling case, the lattice planes are almost parallel to the beam direction -
allowing more electrons to penetrate further into the crystal and thus reducing the
back-scatter coefficient

n Deformation Studies

Electron Channeling Patterns have also been used to study deformation of metals.

ECP techniques have been used by Davidson and Lankford" to study deformation

around a crack tip in 2024-T4 and 70-75-T6 aluminiums, a low-carbon steel and a Ti-Al

alloy, and by Tekin and Martin" for measuring crack-tip plastic zone sizes for a nickel-base

superalloy MA6000.

74 Advanced Scanning Electron Microscopy and X-Ray Microanalysis,
D.E. Newbury, D.C. Joy, P. Echlin, C.E. Fiori, J.I. Goldstein, Plenum Press, NewYork,
ISBN 0-306-42140-2, chapter 3.

75 D.E. Newbury, H. Yakowitz, N. Yew, App!. Phys. Lett., 24, 1974, p. 98.

76 Modern Diffraction and Imaging Techniques in Materials Science,
G.R. Booker, ed. S. Amelinckx, et al., North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1969, p.597.

77 Fatigue Crack Propagation : New Tools for the Study of an Old Problem,
D.L. Davidson, J. Lankford, Journal of Metals, November 1979, pages 11-16.

78 High-resolution Measurement of Crack-tip Plastic Zone Sizes by Selected Area Channeling Patterns,
A. Tekin J.W. Martin,Metallography, 1989, Volume 22, pages 1-14.
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11,- Electron Channelling Contrast Imaging

More recently, Wilkinson" has developed the SACP grain imaging technique and

used it to image near-surface crystal defects in semiconductors. This required a Joel

JSM-6400 SEM with a LaB 6 filament to attain the necessary resolution. Wilkinson refers to

the images as Electron Channeling Contrast Images (ECCI).

Strained Si i ,Ge. epilayers on (001) silicon" were examined, and defects were

clearly imaged at the interface.

A deformed silicon' specimen has also been examined and used to compare three

microscopes - a VG HB501 STEM, a Jeol 840F FEG SEM and a Jeol 6300 SEM with a

LaB6 thermionic emitter. The HB501 STEM, operating at 30 and 100 keV, produced the

clearest images, followed by the 840F FEG SEM, and then the 6300 SEM with LaB 6 with

diffuse images.

It is clearly useful to be able to image dislocations, however the resolution

required for this is difficult to obtain in most microscopes.

79 Electron Channelling Contrast Imaging in the JSM-6400 Scanning Electron Microscope,
A.J. Wilkinson, J.T. Czernuska, N.J. Long, P.B. Hirsch, Jeol News, 1992, Volume 30E, No. 1,
pages 2-4.

" Electron Channeling Contrast Imaging of Interfacial Defects in Strained Silicon-Germanium layers of Silicon,
A.J. Wilkinson, G.R. Anstis, J.T. Czernuska, N.J. Long, P.B. Hirsch, Philos. Mag. A, Phys.
Condens. Mater. Defects. Mech. Props., 1993, Volume 68, No. 1, pages 59-80.

81 Electron Channelling Contrast Imaging of Defects in Semiconductors,
A.J. Wilkinson, P.B. Hirsch, J.T. Czernuska, N.J. Long, Presented at the 8 th Oxford conference on
"Microscopy of Semiconducting Materials", April 1993.
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3.4 The Forward Mounted Back-Scatter Detectors

3.4.1 Introduction

The Forward Mounted Back-Scatter Detector (FMBSD) is a I Omm square of

silicon mounted on a substrate. For this work, several detectors were used for imaging the

grain structure of mechanically polished flat specimens. The detectors were supplied by

KE Developments.

Incident electrons (or photons) produce a potential difference between the silicon

and its substrate, of the order of 75mV for a I nA probe current ( — I V for ambient room

light). Four detectors were mounted in a Cambridge S360 SEM and wired in to the

existing 4-quadrant backscatter detector (4QBSD) system. An Orientation Contrast Image

(OCI) is produced when the electron beam is raster scanned across a region of the

specimen and the 4QBSD enabled.

Three detectors were fixed below the phosphor, the fourth detector could be

positioned anywhere. The signals from each detector could be separately enabled, disabled

or inverted to allow the output from each detector or a combination of them to be viewed.

The detector picks up Orientation Contrast from the grains that constitute the

specimen. The orientation contrast is caused by the various Kikuchi bands and zones

passing over the detector and causing a signal based on the solid-angle averaged electron

intensity.

The detected signal is predominantly due to electrons channelling Out of the

specimen's surface. This is discussed in section 3.4.2.

The optimum detector capture angle is approximately twice the Bragg angle for

the most prominent Kikuchi band. The detector's sensitivity to orientation change can be

improved by decreasing its capture angle, however this also decreases the voltage thus

requiring more temporal averaging for noise removal.

To check the imaging capabilities, a test specimen was imaged, the grain

boundaries that appeared in the image were checked via EBSP and found to be, in the

main, correct. However it was noted that certain boundaries were almost invisible - due to

the accidental insensitivity of the FMBSD to those particular orientations, and also that

some sub-grain boundaries showed up very sharply.
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This problem was overcome by combining the OCIs from three detectors . At first

the images were combined by averaging - this produced a noticeable change in some

boundaries, but caused others to become less distinct - but later a RGB Composite Colour

Orientation Contrast Image (COCI) was found to be more informative.

The RGB composite COCI was formed by combining the three OCIs as separate

primary colours (e.g. OCI 1 as Red, 2 as Green, 3 as Blue). This produced a noticeable

increase in grain boundary visibility, and with the application of simple image processing

(background subtraction & contrast stretch) high quality grain boundary images could be

produced.

These images were also checked, via EBSP, and found to show all the grain

boundaries, and some of the sub-grain boundaries. It should be noted that the difference

between grain and sub-grain is somewhat arbitrary.

3.4.2 Channeling IN versus Channeling OUT

To show that the FMBSD images are mainly formed from electrons channeling

out of the specimen's surface, a series of experiments were undertaken.

Firstly, a piece of (001) silicon was positioned and inclined as shown in figure 12,

and rotated about its [001] direction. The FMBSD voltage was measured as a function of

silicon rotation angle, see figure 13. The two curves are for rotation angles from 0-180° and

180-360°.

Phosphor

Electron Beam

FMBSD
Figure 12
	

Schematic showing the configuration used for the silicon rotation experiment.
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Figure 13
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Silicon Rotation Angle (°)

FMBSD voltage as a function of rotation of silicon specimen about 10011
The positions of Kikuchi bands, that have been swept over the FMBSD, are indicated.
The bottom curve is for rotation angles between 0 & 180°, the top 180 & 360°.

It is clear that the curves consists of reproducible peaks and troughs which

correspond to various bands passing over the detector. The curvature of the backgrounds

signals is probably due to either the silicon being cut slightly off (001) or not being

perpendicular to the rotation axis.

Unfortunately, this experiment does not conclusively prove that OCIs are

produced by electrons being channeled in or out, but it does show that the Kikuchi bands

cause the contrast.

Secondly, OCIs from three FMBSDs, from a nickel-base superalloy specimen were

examined - see figure 16 a-c, page 35.

If the grain contrast is primarily due to electrons channeling into the specimen, as

in the case of ECP, then the relative grain intensities should be independent of detector

position. Thus, all the images should have the same details, but with slight differences in

the overall intensity level due to 1/d 2 distance and angular back-scatter coefficient intensity

differences.

However, if the electron contrast is due to channeling out, then the intensities of

the grains will be strongly dependent on detector position. By comparing images from

differently positioned dectors, it should be possible to find grains that undergo contrast

inversion - i.e. they are lighter than their neighbours in one image and darker in another.
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Both channeling in and out can occur simultaneously, but for the FMBSDs

discussed here, most of the useful contrast is from electrons channeling out. This can be

seen by examining the black grain at the centre of the figures 16 which is darker than its

south-west neighbour in the centre and right hand images, but lighter in the left hand one.

3.4.3 Intensity Distribution Across an Orientation Contrast Image

The intensity distribution across an OCI depends on the position of the FMBSD

used for imaging. This is shown schematically in figure 14, below, where the image from

the centre detector is, overall, the brightest.

FMBSD Images

Figure 14
	

Schematic showing the intensity distribution across an FMBSD image for the three
detector positions used for this work.

The three main causes for the intensity distribution are :

i) Angular Back-scatter Coefficient,

ii) Distance Attenuation, and

iii) Electron Beam Movement.

These are discussed in the following section.
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n Angular Back-Scatter Coefficient

The back-scattered electrons that produce an EBSP originate in a very small

volume just below the surface of the specimen. Those electrons which have to travel

through the smallest amount of material to escape from the specimen will, on average, be

the least attenuated. For the tilted specimens used in EBSP this tends to produce an

electron intensity, on the phosphor image, that is greatest near the pattern centre, the

position of which depends on the specimen's composition and tilt.

The yield of back-scattered electrons as a function of specimen tilt and capture

angles is discussed by Reimer et al.", e.g. for an iron specimen tilted at 70 0 the maximum

back-scattered electron yield is at — 50° below the horizontal and is half this value at 20°.

From this it can be seen that there is an optimum position for positioning the FMBSD.

n Distance Attenuation

The electrons that form the EBSP image originate from the excitation volume, an

almost point source; they obey the standard 1/d 2 intensity-distance law. This produces a

decrease in the electron intensity with increasing distance from the specimen.

n Electron Beam Movement

As the electron beam is scanned across the surface of the specimen, to produce an

image, the distance and angles between the excitation volume and the detector change.

The back-scatter coefficient and distance attenuation effects cause the electron intensity to

vary as the electron beam is moved.

Phosphor

\d
Specimen	 Rastering
seen from—>	 Electron

above	 Beam

Figure 15	 Schematic showing, for the different FMBSDs, the changes in excitation volume to
detector angle and distance as the electron beam is raster scanned across the specimen.

" Kikuchi Band Contrast in Diffraction Patterns Recorded by Transmitted and Backscattered Electrons,
L. Reimer, U. Heilers, G. Saliger, Scanning, 1986, Volume 8, pages 101-118.
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These effects are shown schematically in figure 15, and can be seen in figure 14

where the image from the centre detector is brightest at its centre, and the left and right

detectors on their left and right sides.

These effects produce an effective background into the OCI which needs to be

removed to improve the image contrast. This is discussed in the following section.

3.4.4 Combination of Orientation Contrast Images

The main reason for combining OCIs is to improve the detail and/or information

content of the resultant image.

There are three main ways of combining orientation images from the three

detectors, viz

i) Linear Combination,

ii) RGB Combination,

ill) RGB Combination with Background Correction.

n Linear Combination

The images can simply be added together, and an average taken - this can

produce an image with superior detail to any of the separate images. The images from the

far left and right detectors tend to be less intense and "contrasty" than the centre one, and

it may be necessary to increase the contrast and brightness before combination.

RGB Combination

By assigning one the primary colours - red, green or blue - to each of the OCIs

from the three FMBSDs, it is possible to produce a composite RGB Colour OCI (COCI).

For example, if a grain appears white in all the of the OCIs then it will be white in

the COCI, but if it is white in the red assigned image and black in all the others then it will

appear red. Thus, the grains 3re assigned a colour, and three grey scale OCIs have been

converted into more informative colour image.

RGB Combination with Background Correction

The angular back-scatter coefficient and distance attenuation effects introduce a

intensity background into the OCIs, it is possible, via image processing, to correct for this

and produce an image with enhanced contrast. There is a dramatic increase in the quality

of the COCI once the backgrounds have been removed.
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OCIs from more than three detectors can, theoretically, be combined, but this

poses a problem in displaying and printing them. However, there is no reason why the

OCIs could not be fed into a computer program which could create a n-dimensional image

space to view them in.

Once created, the program could search this n-dimensional space for changes in

"colour" and from this create a grain boundary map. This grain boundary map could be

used by an automatic X-ray or EBSP system to measure the composition or orientation of

the grains.

Figure 16	 See the colour plates on the following two pages..

a
	

b
	

C
	

f
	

g
	

h

d e i i

Orientation Contrast Images from a partially DS Nickel-base superalloy.
The region imaged is 2.3mm wide. The images are :
a-c) Raw orientation images from FMBSDs 3, I & 2,
d) RGB composite image formed from a-c,
e) Grey level image formed by combining and averaging a-c,
f-h) Background corrected and colour coded versions of a-c,
i) Composite RGB image formed from f-h,
j) Grey level version of i.

lam indebted to Nick McCormick for his help in printing these images.
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3.4.5 Deformation Imaging

The FMBSDs are also sensitive to the damage and slight rotations that are

introduced by specimen deformation. There are problems, however, in producing the

orientation sensitivity needed to image these small rotations, of say, less than 2°.

An FMBSD produces the most orientation contrast when an intense Kikuchi band

is moved over it, thus for the sensitivity required for this form of imaging, it is necessary to

orient either the specimen or the detector such that this is the case. If the microscope does

not have a eucentric stage, this can be quite difficult and time consuming.

An a-iron specimen, with indents produced by a nano-indenter, was examined

using the FMBSDs. A Colour Orientation Contrast Image (COCI) of this specimen is

shown in figure 17, below.

Figure 17
	

Annealed a-iron Colour Orientation Contrast Image, showing a square array of
nano-indents (hollow arrow) and a group of single indents (solid arrow).
Specimen and indentation courtesy of G. Shafirstein.

Two of the single indents were examined with the FMBSDs, see figure 18, below.

It was found, at first, that little contrast was visible around the larger indent,

however when the specimen was rotated additional features began to appear. These were

attributed to the plastic deformation zone produced around the indent.
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Figure 18 Orientation Contrast Images showing the deformation in the plastic deformation zones
around two nano-indents in the a-iron specimen. Both are images of the same indents,
but the one on the left has been carefully rotated to maximise the image contrast.

EBSPs were taken from neighbouring points within and just outside this zone,

these are shown in figure 19, below.

The EBSP from within the plastic deformation zone corresponds to a slightly

different orientation and is less sharp than the one from just outside the zone.

Figure 19
	 EBSPs from within (left) and just outside of the indent's plastic deformation zone .
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3.4.6 Grain Reconstruction

It is also possible to reconstruct the grain shapes, and thus calculate the boundary

inclination between grains and in same cases the grain volumes.

There are two main techniques :

i) Grain Boundary Trace,

ii) Sectioning by Repeated Polishing.

1,- Grain Boundary Trace

This involves the careful polishing of two intersecting faces of a specimen to form

a sharp edge. By examining the grain boundaries that exit through both of these surfaces

it is possible to calculate the grain boundary angle".

It is rather a difficult experiment to perform, and produces statistics on only a few

grains.

lo- Sectioning by Repeated Polishing

This technique involves the removal, by polishing, of uniformly thick layers of

material and the measurement of the grain structure as a function of depth into the

specimen. It is, of course, a specimen destructive technique.

With the use of OCI images, and their imaging capabilities and speed, it was

hoped to perform this operation on a mechanically flat polished nickel-base superalloy -

however there was insufficient time.

83 Crystallographic features of Intergranular Crack Initiation in Fatigued Copper Polycrystals,
W. Liu, M. Bayerlein, H. Mugrabi, A.Day, P.N. Quested, Acta Metall. Mater., 1992, Volume 40,
No. 7, pages 1763-1771.

84 Measurement of Boundary Plane Inclination in a Scanning Electron Microscope,
V.R. Randle, D.J. Dingley, Scripta Metallurgica, 1989, Volume 23, Pages 1565-1570.
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3.5 Conclusions
Clearly, the FMBSDs are potentially very useful for imaging the grain structure of

certain mechanically flat, polished specimens, and are sensitive to some subgrains and the

effects of strain. They remain untried on more esoteric materials : e.g. aluminium metal

matrix composites and ceramics, from both of which it is difficult to produce EBSP.

The production of Colour Orientation Contrast Images (COCIs) is a useful, but

time consuming, and informative technique. These images certainly contain a large

amount of grain, sub grain, and deformation information, and it would definitely be useful

if a computer could locate the grains and then measure their orientation. However the

images probably contain too much superfluous detail to make this a practical option.

The use of repeated sectioning to recreate grains and calculate their volumes and

boundary inclinations, appears to be, potentially, a very powerful technique. The FMBSD

OCIs would appear to give an optimum method of producing sections that show the grains

and, hopefully, the deformation within them.
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4 New EBSP Procedures

4.1 The NPL EBSP System

Figure 20	 Schematic diagram of the NPL EBSP System showing the SEM chamber, Camera,
Camera Control Unit, Frame Store, 486 Computer and Display.
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Figure 21
	

Photograph of the Author using the original NPL EBSP System. The monitors
display : Grain Image; EBSP + Simulation; EDX analysis; Simulation.
A Small Rhombicuboctahedral Kikuchi map can be seen in the foreground.
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Figure 22	 Photograph showing : on the left, the EBSP Phosphor, Sighting Wires and Forward
Mounted Back-Scatter Detector assembly with the Secondary Electron Detector above it.
Below the conical pole piece (with the Energy Dispersive X-Ray analysers collimator
reflected in it) is an inclined, cylindrical nickel base superalloy specimen with a polished
flat. The specimen is tilted and held by a specially designed holder that disables the
microscope's tilt/rotate mechanism, allowing accurate specimen repositioning.
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The NPL EBSP system (Figures 20, 21 & 22) is centred around the Cambridge

Stereoscan S360 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). The S360 has a large chamber that

allows long specimens and a multitude of detectors and equipment to be used. It also has

digital imaging facilities for on-line image enhancement.

In addition, the NPL EBSP system consists of

O Specimen and Holder
To produce viable EBSP image contrast requires a specimen tilt of 60-80° from

the horizontal; for this work the specimen holders were designed to tilt at :

cos-l k-219 r-z,' 19.47°	 (the angle between [114] and [001])

This allowed the [114] zone to indicate the pattern centre for well oriented (001)

Silicon. (See section 4.2 on Silicon Calibration)

A specimen holder has also been produced that isolates the specimen from the

microscope's tilt and rotate mechanisms; this allows specimens to be removed and

replaced more accurately. This was found to be necessary because of the large

backlash errors in the tilt and rotate mechanisms,

O Phosphor
The electrons diffracted from the specimen are imaged on a 50mm circular,

blue-green phosphor, the peak output frequency of which is matched to the peak

response of the low light level camera. The phosphor is coated with a thin

aluminium layer to prevent charging and filter out low energy electrons.

O Sighting Wires
The sighting wires are a mechanical, shadow-casting aid to EBSP calibration and

specimen alignment : they are discussed in section 4.2.2.

O Forward Mounted Back-Scatter Detectors
Three Forward Mounted Back-Scatter Detectors (FMBSDs) are used to image

grain structure in mechanically flat, polished specimens. The detectors are similar

to the standard silicon 4-Quadrant Back-Scatter Detector (4QBSD) used in most

SEMs, but are mounted below the EBSP phosphor rather than directly above the

specimen. The FMBSDs are discussed in section 4.6.

O Lead Glass Window
The lead glass window allows light from the phosphor to leave the evacuated SEM

chamber, but stops X-rays.
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O SIT Camera
A Silicon Intensified Target (SIT) Camera, from Custom Camera Designs, is used

to image the light produced by the phosphor; it is sensitive down to 10 lux. The

camera is driven by the camera control unit.

O Camera Control Unit
The Camera Control Unit (CCU) converts the signal coming from the SIT camera

into PAL television rate format. It also performs parabolic background correction

and grey-level stretching. The image from the CCU is fed into a frame store.

O Hamamatsu Frame Store
The Frame Store can perform running averaging and integration of EBSP

images, thus reducing noise, it can also perform background subtraction, which

improves the general appearance of the EBSP and lessens the visibility of

blemishes in the camera or on the phosphor. See Appendix D for examples of

frame averaging and background correction.

O Elonex 486 PC 8c monitor
The PC is used to analyse the EBSP via software that allows a user to interrogate a

diffraction pattern and then calculate the probable orientation. Elegant software

written by Schmidt is used for orientation measurement, and software written by

the author for simulation, calibration and texture representation.

The PC captures an EBSP image from the frame store, via a frame grabber board,

and displays it, with a graphics overlay, on the SEM's right-hand monitor. The

user indicates the positions of several bands and is presented with the most

probable fits to those bands, a simple simulation is overlayed on the EBSP. The

user then selects the correct simulation. The Schmidt software displays a simple

text based interface on the PCs own monitor, it can cope with multiphase

specimens, providing the structures of the phases are known.

O EM film camera
An EM film camera is also mounted on the SEM, it allows 10 sheets of Ilford EM

film to be exposed within the SEM. The main advantages of EM film, over a

phosphor, are :

i) The improved sensitivity to electrons, producing sharper EBSPs

ii) the large capture angle, see figure 23. The wider capture angle allows
more zones to be used for fitting, and the EBSPs symmetry to be
more easily observed.
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A piece of EM film, 89 by 64 mm, has almost three times the area of a normal

50mm phosphor, and almost twice the solid angle - 0.13 versus 0.06 steradians.

The horizontal capture angles are — 100 0 and <60°. These values are, of course,

dependent on specimen to screen distance.

The sharpness of the image may be due to the small size and sensitivity of the

grains in the photographic emulsion, and because the grains do not produce light

or conduct charge both of which can diffuse into nearby grains.

The main disadvantage is that the film has to be developed and analysed off-line.

Figure 23	 Schematic showing the relative sizes and positions of the Phosphor and EM-film used to
image EBSPs.

0 Video Printer
A Sony Video Printer is attached to the EBSP system to produce hard copy of

phosphor EBSPs. The images can also be captured by a frame grabber.

UNIVERSITY
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4.2 EBSP Calibration Improvements
The accurate calibration of an EBSP system is vital for almost all experiments, it

can be a time consuming process, but is essential for accurate, repeatable measurements.

In an attempt to improve the overall measurement accuracy that was needed for

this work, silicon calibration was closely scrutinised. This work uncovered several problems

that produced invisible but systematic inaccuracies. These problems, their solutions, and

some of the other calibration methods developed are discussed.

4.2.1 Silicon Calibration Problems and their Solutions

The commonest method of calibrating an EBSP is via a standard material, usually

silico 485,86, the orientation and alignment of which is used as a reference point - see Section

2.5.3. There are, however, several potential problems with this approach that are not

always considered; these are listed in table 2, below, and discussed in the following section.

Silicon Calibration Problem Possible Solution
Orientation

Absolute

Error

Relative

Silicon surface not perpendicular
to [001] direction

Use mineral with well formed
facet of known crystallographic
plane.

V x

Silicon surface not parallel to
specimen's

Careful mounting of the silicon
directly onto the specimen
surface can help.

V x

Silicon [114] not perpendicular
to the imaging phosphor

Compare observed Silicon EBSP
with ideal "Kite"
(see figure 26)

V V

Silicon rotated, about [001], with
respect to the specimen.

Align Silicon using one of the
{1101 cleavage planes, check on
Phosphor.

V x

Low magnification (below x500)
introduces Pattern Centre
problems.

Use higher magnification, or use
Sighting Wires (see section 4.2.2) V V

Table 2
	

Possible pitfalls of silicon calibration. Errors can be introduced in relative and/or
absolute orientation measurements as indicated.

88 Microtexture Determination and its Applications,
V.Randle, The Institute of Materials - 510, ISBN 0-901716 35 9 (1992), pages 38-46.

86 Microtexture Determination by Electron Backscatter Diffraction,
D.J. Dingley, V. Randle, J. Mat. Sci, Vol. 27, No. 17, 1992, p. 4545-66.
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10-Silicon surface not perpendicular to [001] direction

The problem of the silicon surface not being (001) is probably quite common and

can result in errors in absolute orientation measurements. Most silicon used is of

semiconductor origin, in which wafers are mechanically cut, and thus prone to

mis-alignment. This is due to (001) not being a natural cleavage plane for silicon, unlike

{110}.

The calibration silicon used in this work was from a semiconductor wafer that had

clean silicon exposed by Reactive Ion Etching. When the Silicon was attached to a

specimen stub and rotated, about its tilted [001], it was found to be — 3° out of true,

however some of this could be due to mounting or stage rotation problems. This problem

led to the development of "silicon-less" calibration methods for some accurate experiments,

these are discussed later in section 4.2.3.

A solution to the above was proposed by Schmidt'', and consists of using a

naturally occurring mineral with a well-formed facet of known crystallographic plane as

calibration standard. Schmidt used lead sulphide that has (001) facets.

11-Silicon surface not parallel to specimen surface

This can be due to poor mounting of the silicon on the specimen's surface, and

can only be corrected by more stringent mounting or using a larger piece of silicon. It

affects absolute orientation measurements only.

n Silicon [114] not perpendicular to the imaging phosphor.

This problem is probably the most prevalent, and is rarely checked for. The main

reason is the difficulty, on a phosphor image, of distinguishing between silicon that has

been rotated around a, by, say, +3 0 from -3° - this can be seen in figures 24 & 25, below.

From figure 25, it can be seen that it is very difficult to distinguish between the

three simulations - which cover a range of 6° of pattern centre misalignment ! - the true

pattern centres are marked with a black cross.

To align the simulations, the specimen to screen distances have been changed by

— 4% and the overall patterns displaced slightly.

There is a slight change in the projected positions of the [011] and [101] zones

(far left and right of the simulation) and a slight vertical movement of the [112] zone, but

these are not easily resolved on a phosphor.

" N.H. Schmidt, private communication.
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This example clearly shows that a movement of the pattern centre cannot easily be

distinguished from a crystal rotation and slight change in the specimen to screen distance,

and for most EBSP systems this will go unnoticed.

Figure 24
	

Schematic showing the two axes (ai & a2) about which the Silicon [114] can be rotated
and thus cause the "indicated" Pattern Centre (PC ?) to be displaced. Rotation about
ai causes a horizontal displacement of [114], a2 a vertical one.
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Figure 25
	

Three simulations of calibration Silicon at slightly different orientations.
The images have been scaled to match the phosphor capture angle.
The pattern centre of each simulation is marked with a large black cross.
The central simulation is correctly aligned, the other two are rotated by + and -3°
about axis a, and displaced and scaled to align their [114] and [111] zones.
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The cause is the small angular range of the phosphor that doesn't show the larger

changes in projected zone position that occur further from the pattern centre. As a result,

the Pattern Centre can easily be out by several degrees and the mismatch accommodated

by a crystal rotation. This causes problems with absolute orientation measurements, and

produce inaccuracies in relative measurements.

To the author's knowledge, there are few EBSP packages that check for this when

calibrating, although a practical solution is easy to implement, viz.

If, after correcting for camera distortions, the silicon [111], [112], [114], [011] &

[101] zones are the indicated distances apart (figure 26, below), and the (110) and (111)

Kikuchi bands are projectively perpendicular, then the silicon [114] must be perpendicular

to the phosphor and thus the Pattern Centre. This arrangement of bands and zones was

named the "Kite" by Quested".

The first application of the Kite was to overlay a pseudo-kite arrangement of

moveable lines on the silicon EBSP, see figure 26. The lines were aligned along the centres

of the relevant bands, the [011]-[101] & [114]-[111] distances being used to derive two

Specimen to Screen distances (Z) which were checked for consistency. In early experiments

it was noted that 40 mis-alignment was not uncommon.

A scaleable Kite was also used to align the silicon properly. The silicon EBSP was

compared to the kite, which could be moved and scaled, any differences could be corrected

via tilting / rotating the silicon until its bands matched the Kite. This produced a more

repeatable Pattern Centre, but was rather protracted.

1.2 Z

Figure 26	 The Silicon Kite, showing the ratios of distances between the indicated zones for well
oriented silicon.

" P.N. Quested, private communication.
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n Silicon rotated, about [001], with respect to the specimen.

This can occur if a small piece of silicon is used, however the specimen can be

aligned with the SEMs stage axes by rotating the silicon until its <110> cleavage edge stays

below a stationary beam when the specimen is moved along its length.

n Low Magnification introducing Pattern Centre errors

The Low Magnification problem is one that is seldom considered, mainly because

its effects can be attributed to a change in orientation.

Electron Beam

Silicon

Phosp or

Figure 27	 Schematic showing Pattern Centre displacement at low magnifzcation due to deflection
of the electron beam.

At a magnification of x75, the area scanned on the specimen is of the order of a

millimetre, and thus the pattern centre moves, in the x-direction, by — 1 mm as the beam is

deflected from either side of the screen (see figure 27, above).

However, in the y-direction this effect is exacerbated by the tilt of the specimen,

which causes a magnification by tan(70.45°) — 3 - this manifests itself as a vertical

movement of the Pattern Centre.

The Specimen to Screen distance also changes, but by small amounts only, '3%

in the above example. Thus as the electron beam is moved over the field of view, the

Pattern Centre also moves by an appreciable amount - on most microscopes this can be

overcome by either :

a) working at higher magnification, or if this is not possible :

b) worked at fixed focal distance, and moving each individual specimen grain
until it is directly under the fixed electron beam.

Because most of the polycrystalline nickel-base superalloys examined in this work

were large and had a coarse grain structure they did not lend themselves to the above, and

a third method was developed :
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4.2.2 The Sighting-Wires (X-Wires)

The Sighting Wires are a shadow-casting technique for determining the Pattern

Centre (PC) of an EBSP. They are related to the Pawnbroker's Balls", which were used

for Kossel Diffraction and EBSP Calibration.

The sighting wires are an interactive on-line technique for determining the

pattern centre of an EBSP. The principle of operation of the sighting wires is that the

pattern centre and the Excitation Volume (EV) of the specimen are forced to lie along a

known axis, this is defined by an electron opaque structure that is placed in front of the

phosphor. Several designs were considered - two thin sheets of metal perpendicular to

each other and the phosphor, a hollow hypodermic syringe needle glued onto and

perpendicular to the phosphor - but the final design is as follows :

The sighting wires consist of two sets of a pair of perpendicular wires, each pair of

wires form an "X", one pair is near the specimen (fore-wires), the other almost touching

the phosphor (back-wires). The two "X"s define two perpendicular planes. (See figure 28)

Figure 28 The Sighting Wires. The relative positions of the Pattern Centre (PC), Specimen,
Phosphor, EM Film and Forward Mounted Back-Scatter Detector (FMBSD) are
shown

89 A General Method for locating the X-Ray Source Point in Kossel Diffraction,
S. Biggin, D.J. Dingley, J. Appl. Crys. 10, p. 376-385, (1977)

" A Comparison of Diffraction Techniques for the SEM, Scanning Electron Microscopy,
D.J. Dingley, (1981) IV, pages. 273-286.
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The common axis of these planes is used to align the Pattern Centre and the

Excitation Volume. (EV, the volume in the specimen from which diffraction occurs).

When the PC and the EV are aligned then the "X" shadows cast by the wires will

coincide; if the Pattern centre moves during the experiment then the "X"s will misalign. It

is possible to calculate the true Pattern Centre from a knowledge of positions of the two

"X" shadows on the phosphor, and the spacing between the Phosphor, Fore-wires,

Back-Wires and Excitation Volume. (See figures 29 & 30)

Figure 29	 Misalignment of the Sighting Wires, and consequent movements in the shadows cast by
the two pairs of wires.
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Original PCPC-

True PC_

Figure 30	 The Sighting Wire parameters needed to calculate the True Pattern Centre.
The actual values are given in figure 36.

For misaligned sighting wires, the displacement of the True Pattern Centre from
the Indicated Pattern Centre can be calculated by using simple geometry :

—c • Ayf 	 —c • Act-

4)PC 
a +b + f cotO	

Acpc — 	
a +b+Ni. •cotO

Where Ax Ay to the movement, on the phosphor, of the true

pattern centre from the original aligned pattern centre; Ay f & Axf the movement of the

shadow cast by the Fore-Wires; a, b, & c the phosphor / wire separations, as shown in

figures 29 8c 30; and 0 the tilt of the specimen from horizontal. The shadows from the

back-wires, which are close to the phosphor, barely move, but if necessary the above

formulae can be adapted to allow for this. In practice, the back-wires are used to mark the

original aligned pattern centre.

The sighting wires can also be used to calculate the tilt of the specimen with

respect to the microscope axes. This is done by moving the probe to several well-separated

points on the specimens surface, and adjusting the specimen stage Z to align the sighting

wires horizontally. This produces a list of (x i, yi, zo-z i), where zo is a constant related to the

vertical position of the pattern centre, and (x i,yozi) is the stage co-ordinates of the Ih point.

These co-ordinates can then be fitted to a plane and the tilt of the specimen w.r.t. the stage

axes calculated.
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I.- Advantages of the Sighting Wires

In comparison with the other shadow casting method, the Pawnbroker's Balls, the

sighting wires offer the following advantages :

i) More of the pattern is visible
The sighting wires are very thin and only obscure part of the EBSP.
They also permanently mark the pattern centre on phosphor or EM
film images.

ii) The Pattern Centre can be rapidly located on-line
The crosses cast by the sighting wires are sharp and, when correctly
aligned, unambiguously mark the position of the pattern centre.

iii) Small movements of the Pattern Centre can easily be seen
If the pattern centre moves, then the shadows of the two lines will no
longer coincide, and the true pattern centre can then be calculated.

The sighting wires are very sensitive to movements of the pattern centre, and can

detect changes less than 50pm. Theoretically, there is no real limit to their resolution - the

fore-wires can be moved and inclined such that they almost touch the specimen.

This sensitivity to pattern centre movement improves the overall accuracy of

orientation measurement and allows the specimen to be moved without the need for

recalibration.
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4.3 Simulation & Fitting of EBSPs

4.3.1 Simulation

The standard way of measuring the orientation of an EBSP, which is that used by

Dingle?' and others, is to indicate the position of several known zones to a program by

simply "clicking" on them. The EBSP image is displayed with a graphics overlay which

allows a cursor to be displayed and moved about.

There are some problems with the use of overlay boards, in that they tend to

digitise at 512 lines whereas the TV-rate EBSP image consists of 625 lines; this can

produce "missing lines" in the digitised image. This has been overcome by Humphreys et.

al." by writing the cursor directly into the frame store, used to average the EBSP, and thus

missing out the extra digitisation step and loss of resolution.

n Locating Bands and Zones

One of the major disadvantages of using zones to measure orientation is that there

is a larger inherent error in the positioning of a point, i.e. a zone, than in the positioning

of a line. This resulted in the author, and others e.g. Schmidt'', using the positions of the

Kikuchi bands and their intersections for orientation calculations rather than zones. The

centre, or edges, of a band are easier to judge than the centre of projection distorted zone

(see figure 31, below).

Figure 31
	

Schematic showing orientation measurement using zones, by points, and Kikuchi
bands, by lines.

91 On Line Microtexture Determination using Back-Scatter Kikuchi Diffraction in a Scanning Electron
Microscope,
D.J. Dingley, Eighth International Conference on Textures of Materials (ICOTM 8), Eds. J.S.
Kallend and G. Gottstein, The Metallurgical Society, 1988.

" Discussion at the 2" EBSP Users Meeting, National Physical Laboratory, 1992.
93 Computer-Aided Determination of Crystal-Lattice Orientation from Electron-Channeling Patterns in the SEM,

N-H. Schmidt, N. 0. Olesen, Canadian Mineralogist, Vol. 27, pages 15-22, (1989).
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Another reason is that for non-cubic systems it is possible for the crystallographic

direction that corresponds to the intersection of Kikuchi bands to have non-rational

indices, whereas bands , by definition, have rational indices.

4.3.2 Iterative Fitting of EBSPs

To overcome the problems with silicon calibration, methods that did not involve a

standard material were considered. Among these, that of iteratively fitting the pattern

centre and specimen to screen distance of an identifiable pattern of unknown orientation

was found to be the most applicable. The method involved comparing the positions of at

least 10 zones in an EBSP with the projected positions of a simulated pattern, and varying

the orientation, Pattern Centre, and specimen to screen distance to minimise the difference

between the calculated and measured zone positions or band intersections.

The Iterative Fitting Process is illustrated in figure 32 as follows

a) An EBSP from a nickel-base superalloy.

b) The main bands and zones have been identified, as labelled. The True Pattern
Centre, indicated by the Sighting Wires, is shown by the black lines.

c) The main zones within the EBSP have been identified, and their positions
noted (shown as open squares), the program then makes an intelligent first
guess at the Pattern Centre (PC), Specimen to Screen Distance (Z) and
Orientation.

d) It then plots the positions of the simulated zones (shown as open circles) and
calculates the displacements needed to bring the EBSP and simulation into
alignment. This is done by an n-variable optimisation in n-Space in which the
standard deviations of the magnitude of the displacements are minimised with
respect to PC & Z. Simple formulae are then used to rotate the simulations
orientation to minimise the displacements. (See below)

e) The result of the first iteration.

0 This whole process is repeated until a pre-set tolerance is achieved.
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a)

Le_

d)

Figure 32	 a) A representative EBSP, from a Nickel-base Superalloy, used to illustrate Iterative
Fitting of EBSPs b)-f).
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11,- Displacement Error Minimisation

The calculations simulate a crystal at a particular orientation and the projection

parameters that define its EBSP. These are varied to minimise the Displacement Error

(DE) between the real and simulated positions of the zones in the EBSP, as follows :

An initial guess of the crystal's orientation can be made by using any two distant

zones and a little vector geometry. It is also possible to use the Pitsch" Method to calculate

initial values of the orientation, pattern centre position and specimen to screen distance.

A 3-dimensional space is scanned to minimise DE by changing 5X, 5Y and Z - the

pattern centre displacement and the specimen to screen distance. For each set of values the

orientation is optimised as follows : for n zones, if (X,,Y,) represents the measured position

of the im zone of an EBSP, and (x,,y,) the projected position of the equivalent simulated

zone, and Z the simulated specimen to screen distance, then the 3 rotations that minimise

the "torque" due to the zone displacements are, to first order :

Ox = tan-1 [ E(Yi 
n • Z

ey = tan_ 1 [ E(X, — x,)]
n • Z

oz 
tan[

[ E(Xiyi — Yixi)1
E(Xix i Yiyi)

These are displayed, schematically, in figure 33, below.

The method proceeds as follows :

0,  is initially calculated, the simulated diffracting crystal is then rotated about the

screen horizontal (x-axis) by 0.. 01 is then calculated and the crystal revolved about the

screen vertical (y-axis). Finally O z is computed and the crystal is spun about the Pattern

Centre (z-axis). This process can then be repeated.

The torque method usually converges within 5 iterations. The values of 5X, 5Y

and Z are adjusted, using a simple search algorithm, until DE, or its rate of change,

achieves a predetermined tolerance.

" Technique for Orientation Determinations by means of Kossel Diffraction in the Electron Microprobe,
H. Halbig, P.L. Ryder, W. Pitsch, Vth International Congress on X-ray Optics and Microanalysis,
Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1969, pages 388-395.
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•

Schematic showing the torques used to calculate crystal rotation.
a) Initial Guess; b) y-axis torque; c) x-axis torque; d) z-axis torque
The measured zones are shown as squares, the calculated ones as circles

It should be noted that false minima can accidentally be found, both in the

projection parameter minimisation - due to the initial orientation being near to the inverse

of the optimised orientation, and in the orientation optimisation due to a it radians

rotation about the Pattern Centre, which results in a small 0, and internally balance O„ and

Oy values. (See figure 34, below) This infrequent problem can be avoided by occasionally

checking if the DE for an orientation rotated by 180 0 about the Pattern Centre is smaller

than the current DE.
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Figure 34
	

Schematic showing a possible error in the Orientation Optimisation routine. The
central diagram represents an orientation simulation that can lead to two minima - that
on the right, which is the correct solution; and that on the left, which has minimal z-axis
"torque" and small, but internally balanced, x- and y-axis "torques".

4.3.3 Application of Iterative Fitting

The Iterative Fitting Method was applied to a face centred cubic Nickel-base

superalloy specimen. The electron beam was deflected, at low magnification, from the

calibrated Pattern Centre - measured using the Sighting Wires. Nine EM film EBSPs were

taken, developed and analysed; the results are shown in table 3.

EBSP
SX

(mm)
SY

(mm)
Z

(mm)
Displacement
Error (mm)

Angular
Error (*)

1 -2.94 -1.14 36.96 0.28 0.42

2 -2.77 -0.82 36.80 0.26 0.41

3 -2.76 0.05 36.69 0.30 0.45

4 -2.94 0.78 36.69 0.28 0.42

5 -2.07 0.06 37.33 0.29 0.42

6 -2.37 0.63 36.90 0.28 0.42

7 -2.41 -1.39 37.12 0.27 0.44

8 -2.60 -0.82 37.47 0.28 0.41

9 -1.91 -1.88 37.58 0.24 0.38

Average -2.53 -0.50 37.06

Sdev 0.37 0.93 0.33

Table 3	 The Iterative Fitting Method applied to 9 Nickel-base Superalloy EBSPs, taken on EM
Film. See text for explanations of minimisation parameters.

The fit parameters SX & SY are the displacement of the Pattern Centre from a

defined origin; Z is the specimen to screen distance. The Displacement Error (DE) is the

average distance between the measured and simulated positions of zones, and the Angular
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Error is the angle that DE corresponds to near the pattern centre, i.e. tan-'[DE/Z], and is a

measure of the average angular uncertainty in the position of a zone.

It can be seen that there is a larger spread in the 8Y values than in the 8X, the

values of Z are remarkably consistent. The deviation in 8Y is probably due to

non-symmetric sampling of zones, in that there are usually an equal number of zones to

the left and right of the Pattern Centre, but there are far fewer above than below.

The Displacement Error fit parameter is not very sensitive to changes in pattern

centre position, and as a result there is a relatively large error in the 8X and 8Y, these are

compensated for by a slight orientation change. However, the DE fit parameter is sensitive

to small changes in Z and thus there is little spread in the calculated values of Z.

The iterative fitting technique was also used to calculate the c/a ratio for a EBSPs

from a pseudo-tetragonal BiSrCuCa0 high temperature superconductor"' 96 . However, the

EBSP diffraction was not calibrated and the projection parameters were unknown.

After several attempts, the Kikuchi bands in the EBSP were correctly indexed.

The iterative fitting program was re-written to allow variation of the c/a ratio,

pattern centre, specimen to screen distance, c/a ratio and crystal orientation. A snapshot

during the fitting is shown in figure 35, below.

The fitted c/a ratio was close to the expected value, but was strongly dependent on

the position of the pattern centre.

95 A. Bewick, MSc Thesis, University of Bristol, 1990.

96 Application of Microtexture Determination Using EBSD to Non Cubic Crystals,
D.J. Dingley, A.P. Day, A. Bewick, Textures and Microstructures, 1991, Vols. 14-18, pages 91-96.
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Figure 35 Snapshot showing a pseudo-tetragonal EBSP being iteratively fitted.
A tetragonal unit cell is displayed centred on the pattern centre, which is marked with a
large cross. The numbers at the top of image are :
(x,y) - pattern centre co-ordinates; z - specimen to screen distance; the c/a ratio;
1-uvw1 - the crystal axis that points towards the pattern centre; the average zone error.

It was because of the iterative fitting technique's apparent sensitivity to the

position of the pattern centre that a model was produced to mimic the iterative fitting

method, and thus calculate the expected errors. This model is discussed in the following

section.
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4.4 Simulation of Iterative Fitting
To model the accuracy of the Iterative Fitting algorithm, several Pascal programs

were written, which ran on a VAX-station and a Personal Computer.

The programs used randomly created crystal orientations and zones, that could

themselves be randomly displaced from their ideal projected positions, to provide statistical

data on millions of zones and hundreds of thousands of orientations.

The programs used realistic EBSP parameters taken from EBSP images (see

Figure 36 and Table 4) and converted to millimetres. All the simulated zones were

constrained to lie on the visible imaging screen.

Figure 36	 Schematic showing relative sizes, in millimetres, and positions of the EBSP Phosphor,
Visible Screen and Pattern Centre.
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Parameter Value (mm)

Visible phosphor diameter 50.3

Specimen to screen distance 44.6

Pattern centre X-coord (from phosphor centre) 0.0

Pattern centre Y-coord 10.7

Top edge of visible screen (from phosphor centre) 25.0

Bottom edge of screen -19.7

Left-hand edge of screen -30.0

Right-hand edge of screen 30.0

Size of an imaging pixel, resolution 0.1

Table 4	 Table of parameters, and their values, used in the Iterative Fitting Model.

The size of a pixel, or the minimum error with which a zone, or a point on a

band, can be located, was estimated using information on the resolution of SIT cameras'.

It is based on a working resolution of — 500 lines by — 600 points and includes camera

inherent imaging errors.

The model was used to calculate a variety of error parameters, which showed the

distribution of fitted data

i) Average Angular Zone Error,

ii) Crystal Axis Misalignment,

iii) Fitted Pattern Centre Distribution,

iv) Radial Pattern Centre Distribution

4.4.1 Iterative Fitting Error Parameters

n Average Angular Zone Error

The Average Angular Zone Error (AAZE) is a measure of how well the fitted zones

match the observed positions of the zones on the phosphor. The AAZE is the average

displacement error, on the phosphor, between the real and fitted zones converted to angle

using the formula :

n
1 il (x-x real) 244Y—Y real) 2 

O = ili E tan' 	 .
i=1

" Private Communication, Tony Moon, Custom Camera Designs, 1993.
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The closer the AAZE is to zero, the better the fit, and it is this parameter that is

used to locate the best-fit pattern centre. This is done by searching a 3-dimensional space

that consists of the pattern centre x- and y- co-ordinates and the AAZE, and locating the

minimum value.

lo- Angular Crystal Axis Misalignment

The Angular Crystal Axis Misalignment (ACAM) is a measure of how well the

fitted orientation matches the real crystal orientation. The ACAM is the sum of the

misalignment angles between the real and simulated crystal axes - [100], [010], [001].

The closer the ACAM is to zero, the better the fit. In the real world, it is rare to

know the "correct" orientation of a crystal, but within the model it is a convenient means of

predicting the effects of a pattern centre error on EBSP orientation measurement.

n Fitted Pattern Centre Distribution

The Fitted Pattern Centre Distribution (FPCD) is a means of calculating the

spread, around ideality, of the fitted pattern centres. For precisely positioned zones this

should be a Kronecker delta function centred on the true pattern centre. However for

randomly displaced zones the fitted pattern centres will be distributed around the true

one.

n Radial Fitted Pattern Centre Distribution

The Radial Fitted Pattern Centre Distribution (RFPCD) function shows the

average radial deviation from ideality of the fitted pattern centres. For precisely positioned

zones this should also be a Kronecker delta function centred on the true pattern centre. It

is calculated from the magnitude of the pattern centre displacement from ideality.

4.4.2 Iterative Fitting of the Pattern Centre Position

To show that the accuracy with which the zones were positioned had a marked

effect on the fitted pattern centre, a large number of simulations were created which

depicted the AAZE as a function of Pattern Centre, four of these are shown in Figure 37.

The true pattern centre is at (0,0). These plots effectively show the minimisation space that

the pattern centre fitting algorithm has to traverse, the "best-fit" pattern centre is the

minimum - at the centre of the darkest blue contour - marked with an "X".

It is clear that there is a large spread in the positions of the minima, up to 2°, and

in the shapes of the minimisation surface. The spread is due to the fact that a small
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displacement in the pattern centre cannot easily be distinguished from a small crystal

rotation.

In an attempt to quantify this spread, the average AAZE and ACAM as functions

of Pattern Centre and Zone Accuracy were calculated.

Figure 37	 Four AAZE plots showing the variability in the position of the Iteratively Fitted Pattern
Centre. The plots show Average Angular Zone Error as a Function of Pattern Centre
Position for 10 Random Zones with an accuracy of 5 pixels. Each diagram has an
angular width of — 13°.

n The AAZE and ACAM distributions

The zone position (AAZE) and crystal orientation (ACAM) errors that result from

a displacement of the Pattern Centre (PC) were calculated as functions of Pattern Centre

for many random orientations.

The Pattern Centre was displaced, horizontally from 0 to 20 mm, and vertically

from -20 to 20 mm in steps of 1 mm. For each of the 861 grid points, 100 random crystal
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orientations were created, and for each crystal 10 random zones were simulated. Each zone

was displaced, from its ideal position, by a number of the Zone Accuracy and the zone

positions iteratively fitted.

This procedure was repeated for the following zone accuracies : 0, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10,

15 and 20 pixels. The results are displayed as a whole, for zero horizontal pattern centre

displacement, in figure 38 and separately as 3-dimensional plots in figures 39-46.
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It is clear from figures 38, & 39 - 46, that the averaged AAZE has a clear minimum

the "sharpness" of which is dependent on zone accuracy, but that the ACAM is virtually

independent of accuracy. Also, there is an asymmetry between vertical displacements in -Y

and +Y directions. This asymmetry is not observed between the -X and +X directions.
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The asymmetry is mainly due to the sensitivity of zones and to changes in the

EBSP gnomonic projection parameters, increasing with distance from the pattern centre.

Because of the relative positions of the pattern centre and the phosphor (figure 36) there

are usually more zones below the pattern centre than above. These zones tend to weight

the fitted crystal orientation towards themselves and result in a minimum AAZE that is

displaced from the true pattern centre.

This problem cannot easily be overcome, and is exacerbated when the pattern

centre is higher on the phosphor - hence the larger AAZE values for +Y. However,

because the zones are further away from the pattern centre they contribute towards a

smaller crystal axis misalignment which results in the ACAM being smaller for +Y.

From this averaged data (figure 38), it would appear that it is feasible to accurately

find the pattern centre for almost any zone accuracy if measurements from enough EBSPs

can be averaged, however this is not the case. The main problem is that most EBSP systems

have their pattern centre near the top of the phosphor; this produces an uneven

distribution of zones. This biases the minimum of the AAZE minimisation (see figure 37), so

that the average of many measurements lies near, but not at, the true pattern centre.

From figure 38 it can be seen that on average, an angular pattern centre error of

1° produces a angular crystal axis misalignment of — 1.9° and an average angular zone

error of — 0.11°.

Schmidt'', who wrote a similar iterative fitting algorithm for his CHANNEL

software, has estimated that a 10 pattern centre position error produces a 0.1° Mean

Angular Displacement (MAD), this compares well with the AAZE value.

However, Schmidt also uses the MAD value as a measure of orientation error; this

seems a little optimistic and the author believes that a half to a third of the ACAM is more

realistic, i.e. an angular pattern centre error of 1° produces an orientation error — 0.6°.

" N.H. Schmidt, private communication.
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Graph showing Average Angular Zone Error as a function of Pattern Centre
Displacement for 0 pixel accuracy.
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Graph showing Average Angular Zone Error as a function of Pattern Centre
Displacement for 2.5 pixel accuracy.
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Graph showing Average Angular Zone Error as a function of Pattern Centre
Displacement for 5 pixel accuracy.

Figure 42	 Graph showing Average Angular Zone Error as a function of Pattern Centre
Displacement for 7.5 pixel accuracy.
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Figure 43 Graph showing Average Angular Zone Error as a function of Pattern Centre
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Figure 44
	

Graph showing Average Angular Zone Error as a function of Pattern Centre
Displacement for 15 pixel accuracy.
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Figure 45	 Graph showing Average Crystal Axis Misalignment as a function of Pattern Centre
Displacement for 0 pixel accuracy.

Figure 46	 Graph showing Average Crystal Axis Misalignment as a function of Pattern Centre
Displacement for 20 pixel accuracy.
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Figure 47	 Histogram showing Angular Pattern Centre Distribution Functions for 3,000 zones at
8 different Zone Accuracies : 0-3 pixels. The histogram bin size is 0.10.
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Contour Plots showing Pattern Centre Distribution as a Function of Zone Accuracy,
each plot used the Iterative Fitting Model on 3,000 Crystal Orientations.
The accuracy, in pixels, is shown at the top left of each graph.
Each plot is — 1.9° wide
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4.4.3 The Effects of Zone Accuracy

It is possible to fit the Frequency versus Pattern Centre Angular Error (PCAE),

histogram data in figure 47, for the various zone accuracies, to a Gaussian distribution, see

table 5 and figure 49, below. Strictly speaking a Gaussian distribution is inappropriate in this

case, as the data is assumed to have cylindrical symmetry which prohibits negative values of

PCAE.

Pattern Centre Angular Error (°)

Zone Accuracy
(Pixels) Mean

Standard
Deviation

0 0.001 0.001

0.5 0.284 0.1'7'7

I 0.573 0.358

1.5 0.894 0.566

2 1.212 0.758

2.5 1.521 0.938

3 1.788 1.113

5 3.061 3.151

Table 5	 Mean and Standard Deviation of the Angular Pattern Centre Error as a Function of
Zone Accuracy for single Pattern Centre measurements.

Zone Accuracy (Pixels)

Figure 49
	

Graph showing the Mean Angular Pattern Centre Error as a Function of Zone
Accuracy for single Pattern Centre measurements.
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It is clear that a linear relationships exists between the zone accuracy and the

radial distribution of the pattern centres generated by the iterative fitting model. These

relationships are represented by the formulae

Pattern Centre Angular Error (°) = 0.613 * Zone Accuracy (pixels)

It is thus possible to estimate the probable accuracy with which an EBSP's pattern

centre can be determined for the particular EBSP projection parameters (Table 4) used for

this work.

The averaging of several Pattern Centre values from different EBSPs to produce a

more accurate value, is discussed in the following section.

n Averaging Pattern Centres Values

The above measurements are for a single calculation of the pattern centre

position, however, by averaging more than one measurement an improvement in the

accuracy should be possible.

The data from the previous experiment, generated for 3000 random orientations

and various zone accuracies, were also analysed as a function of the number of pattern

centre averages. Some of the results are displayed below.
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Histogram showing Angular Pattern Centre Error as a Function of Zone Accuracy for
100 Pattern Centre Averagings.

The complete data is summarised in table 6 below.

Average Angular Pattern Centre Error (°)

Mean Value Standard Deviation

Number of PCs Zone Accuracy (pixels)
Averaged Over 1 2 3 1 2 3

1 0.583 1.212 1.785 0.381 0.757 1.146

2 0.433 0.880 1.338 0.242 0.472 0.782

5 0.276 0.579 0.886 0.150 0.285 0.472

10 0.185 0.403 0.606 0.096 0.199 0.288

20 0.118 0.248 0.396 0.062 0.115 0.188

50 0.076 0.157 0.278 0.037 0.079 0.133

100 0.060 0.130 0.236 0.031 0.057 0.110

200 0.049 0.117 0.200 0.026 0.051 0.096

Table 6	 Mean and Standard Deviation of the Angular Pattern Centre Error as Functions of
Zone Accuracy and Number of Pattern Centres Averaged over.
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Number of Pattern Centres Averaged Over

Figure 53
	

Average Angular Pattern Centre Error as a Function of Zone Accuracy and Number
of Pattern Centres Averaged over.

It is clear, from the above data, that the Average Pattern Centre Angular Error

(APCAE) is dependent on both the number of averages taken and the accuracy with which

the zones can be located.

Power law curve fitting reveals the following relationship :

ZoneAccuracy (pixels) 
Average Pattern Centre Angular Error (°) = 0.613 x 	

VNunzber of Zones Averaged Over

The work by Krieger Lassen and Bilde-SOrensen", which involved averaging five

EBSPs fifteen times, produced a standard deviation, in the angular position of the pattern

centre, of 0.6°. This is probably equivalent to a zone accuracy of — 6 pixels, which seems a

little high for the CCD camera that was used. However, the act of averaging only five

different EBSPs could easily bias the fitted pattern centre if the same zones were always

chosen.

" Calibration of an Electron Back-Scattering Pattern Set-Up,
N.C. Krieger Lassen, J.B. Bilde-Sorensen, Journal of Microscopy, Volume 170, Part 2, May 1993,
pages 125-129.
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4.4.4 Iterative Fitting of the Specimen to Screen Distance

The Specimen to Screen Distance is not very sensitive to zone accuracy , i.e. it can

be accurately determined even from poorly defined zones, or bands. This can be seen in

figure 54 by the relative closeness of the curves, and by their steepness either side of the

true specimen to screen distance.
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Angular Crystal Axis Misalignment and Average Zone Angular Error as Functions of
Deviation from true Specimen to Screen Distance.
Averaged over 50 Random Crystal Orientations and 10 Random Zones.
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The data for AAZE as a function of deviation from true specimen to screen

distance is also displayed, below, as a 3-cl plot. This dearly shows the ease with which the

iterative fitting can calculate the specimen to screen distance.

25	
II Nit&

1"111111
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,40r90,(PIP9/5)
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Figure 55	 Average Zone Angular Error as a Function of Deviation from true Specimen to Screen
Distance and Zone Accuracy.

However, this is not the case for pattern centre determination, and the iterative

fitting technique is better used in conjunction with some other technique, preferably the

sighting wires.

4.4.5 Pattern Centre Determination using CHANNEL

To compare the model with real data, the pattern centre was determined using

Schmidt's CHANNEL software for seven EBSPs. The results are summarised in Table 7.

It can be seen that there is a large spread in the position, on the phosphor, of the

pattern centre, horizontally : 1.36 and vertically 1.61 mm. There is, however, a much

smaller spread in the specimen to screen values (Z) of 0.41 mm. There is a very small

spread in the screen V/H ratio - which is the aspect ratio of a screen pixel multiplied by the

ratio between the number of screen pixels vertically and horizontally.
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Schmidt's mean angular deviation (MAD) is a measure of the average angular

difference between a zones measured and calculated position, and is related to the average

angular zone error (AAZE) used by the author. The average value of the MAD is 0.24°.

EB SP
Screen

V/H ratio

0.689 30.89 29.67 44.66 2.73 0.22

0.688 32.04 26.91 44.02 1.11 0.21

0.694 32.30 27.81 44.86 0.89 0.42

0.674 34.03 26.14 44.02 3.66 0.20

0.684 29.67 26.02 44.98 3.28 0.13

0.686 31.21 27.11 44.92 0.90 0.19

0.697 31.21 30.05 44.73 3.10 0.32

Mean 0.687 31.62 27.67 44.60 2.24 0.24

Sdev 0.007 1.36 1.61 0.41

Angular Sdev (°) 1.75 2.07

Table 7	 Iteratively fitted projection parameters 7 EBSPs using Schmidt's CHANNEL software.

These values clearly show the large spread in pattern centre positions that occur

using this method, and are in keeping with those predicted by the iterative fitting model

with an accuracy of two to five pixels.
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4.5 The Advantages of Iterative Fitting and the
Sighting Wires
Iterative Fitting, by minimising the error in an orientation measurement from

zone or band positions, on its own is not subtle enough to accurately determine the pattern

centre. However, the sighting wires, in conjunction with iterative fitting, offer tangible

improvements in calibration and orientation measurement over silicon. The sighting wires

are useful for detecting Pattern Centre movements and compensating for them - in fact it

is the only method that offers this.

The sighting wires can routinely determine the position of pattern centre to

<0.05 mm, this corresponds to an angle of 0.05°.

It should be possible to make a set of sighting wires whose fore-wires almost

touched the specimen; this would give a PC accuracy limited only by the perpendicularity

of the sighting wires to the phosphor and the size of the excitation volume.
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4.6 Conclusions

The modifications to silicon (or preferably a faceted crystal) calibration can

noticeably improve the accuracy of calibration of an EBSP system. However, silicon is not

the best method for locating the pattern centre - errors in which dramatically affect

orientation measurement accuracy.

The sighting wires offer the most accurate pattern centre determination, and also

indicate when the pattern centre is displaced - due to low magnification, beam shift or

movement of the specimen. The sighting wires are simple to construct and install, and they

also protect the phosphor from damage. It is hoped that more EBSP systems will employ

them.

Iterative fitting offers accurate calculation of the specimen to screen distance, but

it cannot locate the pattern centre very well. Absolute, and to a lesser extent, relative

orientation measurements are affected by this pattern centre inaccuracy.

By combining the sighting wires with the iterative fitting technique it is possible to

achieve the largest improvement in overall accuracy, see table 8, below.

Calibration Method PC Error
(+/- mm)

Z Error
(+/- mm)

Orientation
Absolute

Error (+/- °)
Relative

Measured Geometry 3 2 6 3

Normal Silicon 2 0.5 2 1

Silicon + Kite 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.4

Iterative Fitting 2 0.3 2 0.4

Sighting Wires + Silicon 0.05 0.5 0.5 0.2

Sighting Wires + Iterative Fitting 0.05 0.3 0.2 0.1

Table 8	 Comparison of the estimated accuracies for the main EBSP calibration methods.
The values are for the EBSP geometry described in figure 36.

Modelling of the iterative fitting technique indicates that calibration and

orientation measurement accuracies are strongly dependent on the accuracy with which
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zones and bands can be located. It should thus be possible to increase the overall

measurement accuracy by more careful location of the zones and bands, and also by

minimising or correcting for geometric distortions in the EBSP imaging system.

An updated version of the table comparing calibration methods (section 2.5.3) is

given below. It includes the new EBSP calibration methods and gives an indication of their

accuracy and ease of use.

Calibration Method PC Z Transforms Accuracy Ease

Geometry ..( ,,/ ./

Mirror Symmetry 1 ./.( ,,/

Pawnbrokers Balls V/ V././ I

Screen Movement ././ %(,/,/

Calibrant - Silicon i ../.n .6( i,././ ./././

Iterative Fitting ./ ././.( ../ ./.6,/ Vi

Sighting Wires .././ ./././.( ,/,/,/

Sighting Wires + Iterative Fitting .11./ ././1 I V,././ ./.,/

Table 9 Revised comparison of EBSP Calibration Methods.
For Pattern Centre position (PC), Specimen to Screen Distance (Z) and Co-ordinate
System Transformations (Transforms), a higher number of ticks indicates that the
method produces a more reliable or accurate value. For Accuracy and Ease, the more
ticks the better the method.
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5 Presentation of Orientation Data

5.1 Introduction

As has already been mentioned, the properties of all crystalline materials are

inherently related to their structure. For polycrystalline materials there are additional

considerations - the grains, their orientations and interactions. This chapter attempts to

explain representational methods for grain orientations and misorientations.

5.1.1 Orientation

The orientation of a grain, with respect to a set of reference axes, is represented

by a 3 by 3 rotation matrix' 00,101 . The matrix contains the direction cosines of the crystal's

axes with respect to the reference axes, e.g. the copper rolling texture (112)11-111

-0.577 -0.707 0.408

-0.577 0.707 0.408

0.577 0.000 0.816

5.1.2 Misorientation

If two grains share a common boundary, i.e. they are neighbours, then it is

possible to define a misorientation matrix that represents the difference in orientation

between them. This matrix can be thought of as the orientation of the first grain measured

not with respect to a set of standard axes by to the other grain. If the orientation of the

first matrix is A l and that of the second A2 , then the misorientation M 12 between them is

defined as follows' :

11: 12 —A.., .A.2

Where A,"' is the inverse of the first grains orientation matrix A.1.

1" Microtexture Determination and its Applications,
V. Randle, The Institute of Materials - Book No. 510, 1992, ISBN 0-901716 35 9, pages 74-91.

'°' Preferred Orientation in Deformed Metals and Rocks : an Introduction to Modern Texture Analysis,
M. Hecking, (ed. H.-R. Wenk), Academic Press, London, 1985, ISBN 0-12-744020-8, page 267.

1°2 Microtexture Determination and its Applications,
V. Randle, The Institute of Materials - Book No. 510, ISBN 0-901716 35 9, 1992, page 87.
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5.1.3 The Effects of Grain Orientation and Misorientation

When a polycrystalline metal fails, it will usually be due to cracks which propagate

along grain boundaries perpendicular to the strain axis. This is partly due to the different

grain orientations having different creep rates -, and thus elongating at different speeds -

causing mismatch between the grains.

A simplistic way of envisioning this is by thinking of some grains as "Hard" and

others as "Soft", "Soft" grains elongate, or creep, more rapidly than "Hard" grains when

strained (see figure 56, below). Although the actual creep rate is dependent upon the grains

orientation with respect to the uniaxial stress axis.

Figure 56 Schematic showing the differing effect of strain on "Soft" (white) and "Hard" (grey)
grains, and the mismatch that can result between them.

"Hard" grains that are surrounded by "Soft" suffer the most grain boundary

mismatch due to their slower elongation rate. Soft grains can easily accommodate strain by

the creation and movement of dislocations, hard grains cannot.

The two dimensional viewpoint of grains, i.e. metallographic sections, causes only

a grain's sectional neighbours to be considered - there are, however, also grains above and

below the plane that contribute. These grains can only be viewed by grain structure

reconstruction from many closely spaced sections.

The misorientation between two grains is not a complete description of the

boundary between them, it merely indicates a difference in lattice orientation; this can
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clearly be seen in figure 57, below, where two "orientations" are shown with different grain

boundaries - some of which appear to be quite good fits, and could be assumed to be

stronger.
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Figure 57 Schematic showing the atomic arrangement for two neighbouring grains.

In each case the misorientation, between the grains, is the same, but the grain boundaries
differ.

The mechanical properties of directionally solidified (DS) nickel-base superalloys

can be attributed, partially, to the parallel arrangement of columnar grains and sub-grains,

(figure 58) in which the removal of grain boundaries and the equal creep rates of the grains

minimises the chances of grain boundary failure.

Figure 58 Schematic showing different grain structures : a) Random Polycrystalline - grains at all
orientations; b) Directionally Solidified - grains with [001] axes aligned; c) Single
Crystal. (after McLean')

The choice of orientation can also affect the overall strength of a DS material'.

"3 Directionally Solidified Materials for High Temperature Service,
M.McLean, The Metals Society, 1983, ISBN 0 904357 52 X, page 157.

1°4 Observations of Deformation and Fracture Heterogeneities in a Nickel based Superally using Electron Back
Scattering Patterns,
P.N. Quested, P.J. Henderson, M. McLean, Acta Metall. 1988, vol. 36, page 2743-2752.
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5.2 Texture and Orientation Representation Methods

5.2.1 Introduction

An EBSP orientation measurement offers full crystallographic grain or crystallite

orientation information. This, when related to microscopic information, can yield data

which cannot easily be collected by any other technique. However, this produces a problem

in data representation - how can this excess of data be displayed in a simple form, that does

not distort the data ?

10- Orientation

An orientation of a grain / crystallite can be represented in a variety of ways :

0.577

0.577

0.577

(T01)

56.6°

0.132

54.7 0

-0.408

0.816

-0.408

[111]

/ [0.245,

0.414

45.0°

-0.707

0.000

0.071

0.769,

-0.318

0.0 0

-0.590]

Orientation Matrix

Ideal Orientation

Angle /Axis pair

Rodrigues Vector

Euler Angles

All of which, apart from the ideal orientation, are exactly equivalent - however

some loss of symmetry can occur if the data is not appropriately converted.

The Rodrigues and Euler representations are more compact than the Orientation

Matrix, however compactness of data doesn't necessarily give a representative idea of the

orientation distribution. This raises a representation problem - the data can be displayed in

a compact or a meaningful manner, e.g. Euler Space can easily display grain orientations

but it tends to make any specimen symmetry difficult to see.

The four main methods of displaying orientation - Pole Figures, Euler Angles,

Orientation Distribution Function (ODF), and Rodrigues-Frank Space - are introduced

and compared by Randle', the application of ODFs are reviewed by Bunge l", Pole

Figures and ODFs are also discussed by Wenk et al.'".

"5 Microtexture Determination and its Applications,
V. Randle, The Institute of Materials - Book No. 510, 1992, ISBN 0-901716 35 9, pages 74-91.

"Three-dimensional Texture Analysis,
HJ.Bunge, International Materials Reviews, 1987, Vol. 32, No. 6, p.265-290.

"7 Preferred Orientation in Deformed Metals and Rocks : an Introduction to Modern Texture Analysis,
ed. H.-R. Wenk, Academic Press Inc. (London), 1985, ISBN 0-12-744020-8.
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5.2.2 Pole Figures

A pole figure is a means of representing a plane in three dimensions (or rather its

normal) in two dimensions. The plane normal is stereographically projected onto a

projection plane defined by two reference axes.

Historically, pole figures were developed as a convenient means of displaying

X-ray diffraction data, the position and intensity of the normal to a diffracting plane being

represented by a point on a 2-dimensional contour plot.

Figure 59
	

Schematic showing the Stereographic Projection of {111} poles.

The zone is projected onto a sphere and then joined to the sphere's opposite pole

(i.e. the "north" pole if the zone is in the southern hemisphere). The stereographic

projection of a zone is the point where this line intersects the sphere's equatorial plane.
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This procedure is shown schematically in figure 59, above, where the eight {111}

plane normals that lie at the corners of a cube are depicted. The zones and the sphere's

north and south poles are shown as black circles, the equatorial projection plane as a white

ellipse and the stereographic projections of the zones as black ellipses.

Example pole figures are given below.

Figure 60 Example Pole figures for a directionally solidified nickel-base superalloy : random
texture (left), and {200} fibre texture. In both cases, the six {200} plane normals are
stereographically projected onto the X-Y plane, those below the plane are drawn as hollow
circles.

5.2.3 Euler Angles

The three Euler angles, 4) 1 , 0, 4)2, represent the orientation of an object. The three

angles define the rotations that need to be performed on a set of reference axes to bring

them into coincidence with a another set of axes, viz (using Bunge's 1" convention):
Rotation of 4), about the [001] z-axis,
Rotation of (1:1 about the [100] x-axis,
Rotation of 4) 2 about the rotated [001] z-axis,

For a generalised system the Euler angles are within specific ranges :
(1) 1 E [0, 27C),

(i) E [0, 70,

4)2 e [0 , 21*
However, the high symmetry of cubic crystals can reduce these upper limits to rc/2.

1" Preferred Orientation in Deformed Metals and Rocks : an Introduction to Modern Texture Analysis,
ed. H.-R. Wenk, Academic Press Inc. (London), 1985, ISBN 0-12-744020-8, page 79.
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Wenk l" gives a formula for converting from Euler angles to the orientation

matrix :

-cos4 1 sin4 2-sin4tl 1 cos(1)2cos(1)	 sin41s1n4:12+cosCcos4i2cosa)	 cos4i2sincl)

sin,sin(l)	 -co41sincl)	 coseo

cos4) 1 cos4 2-sin4:l 1 sin4)2coscl)	 sincli,coscl)2+cosCsin4)2cos0	 sin2sin(1)

5.2.4 ODFs

ODFs are widely used to represent crystallite orientations, and normally calculated

from X-ray pole figures.

The ODF represents the number of grains that have an orientation lying within a

small volume of Euler space - which represents the three angles necessary to describe the

rotation of a solid body.

Euler angles have a major drawback, in that they fail to reflect specimen or crystal

symmetries and have no direct link with the real world.

It can sometimes be useful to be able to compare orientation data with, say,

physical directions in the specimen. For example, it is not unreasonable to suppose that a

rolled metal sheet will have a texture related to the axis along which it has been rolled.

This could be due to the compression and elongation producing crystallite alignment and

recrystallisation that has a degree of anisotropy.

According to Neumann"°, the main disadvantages of using Euler space, for

representing orientation and misorientation, are :

i) Each orientation is represented three times in the conventional, cubic
Euler space.

ii) Fibre textures often lie on a curve and as such are difficult to recognise.
iii) The metric of the space is very distorted with respect to random density

of orientations.
iv) Euler space does not have a direct contact with physical space through

the 'apparatus' or specimen coordinate systems.

1" Preferred Orientation in Deformed Metals and Rocks : an Introduction to Modern Texture Analysis,
ed. H.-R. Wenk, Academic Press Inc. (London), (1985), ISBN 0-12-744020-8, page 81.

11 ° Graphical Representations of Orientations and ODFs by Rodrigues Vectors,
P. Neumann, Steel Research, December 1991, Vol. 62 (12), pages 560-566.
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5.2.5 Rodrigues-Frank Space

Rodrigues-Frankm space is a relatively new method that allows an object's

orientation to be represented as a single point. It overcomes most of the limitations of

Euler space, listed above.

The advantages of R-F space, over Euler space, and other orientation methods are

listed below

i) Each orientation can be uniquely represented by a point in the primitive
or fundamental zone.

ii) Orientations that share a common rotation axis lie on a straight line,
iii) A volume element of R-F space" is more homogeneous than one in

Euler space.
iv) The specimen axes can be aligned with those of R-F space by suitable

choice of reference orientation

In R-F space a crystallite's orientation is represented by a simple function of its

angle axis pair co [u,v,w], viz

R=tan(o) 2) [u,v,w]

where, R	 is a Rodrigues vector, in R-F space,

is a rotation angle about [u,v,14;],

[u,v,w]	 is a vector describing an axis about which a set of reference axes have
to be rotated to bring them into alignment with the orientation axes.

The Rodrigues vector can be attributed to Olinde Rodrigues', who described the

rotation of a solid body in terms of an axis and a rotation angle. Strictly speaking, vectors

had not then been developed and Euler' had earlier proposed a similar concept, though

without the key half angle.

The inter-relation between Rodrigues Vectors, Rotation Matrix and Euler angles

are given in Becker and Panchanadeeswaran's paperm in which the four inter-related

"Orientation Mapping,
F.C. Frank, Metallurgical Transactions A, Vol. 19, March 1988, pages 403-408.

14 The Conformal Neo-Eulerian Orientation Map,
F.C. Frank, MRS Bulletin, March 1988, page 24.

'Des loss geometriques qui regusent les &placements d'un system, solide dan,s 1 espace, et de la variation des
couronnies provenant de ses deplacements consideris independamment des causes qui pew ent ks produire,
0. Rodrigues, J. de Mathërnatiques Pures et AppIiquees, 1840, Vol. 5, pages 380-440
Formulae generales pro translaticme quacunque cororuna rigulorum,
L. Euler, 1775, Novi commentarii Acad. Sci. Imp. Petrop., Vol 20, pages 208-38.
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Euler-Rodrigues parameters (X, vt, v, p) are defined, and subject to the condition
p 2+x,241.12±v2= 1, the relations are :

p=cos(co/2) X= c 1 sin(c)/2) 11 = c2sin(w/2)	 v=c3 sin((o/2) Parameters

22_112...._v2+p2

2(Xpt+vp)

2(vX—pip)

2(41—vp)
112_v2_2k.,2+p2

2(1.tv+Xp)

2(vXd-vtp)

2(.1v—A,p)
v2_x2_112+p2

Rotation Matrix,

= tan-l (v/p) — tan' (X4t)

0 = 2.tan- 1 [(x2±j12)02±p2)]	
Euler Angles,

= tan-1 (v/p) + tan-1(X1)

R = (Le, + pt.e2 + v.e3)/p tan(o)/2).(c,, c2, c3)
	

Rodrigues Vector.

11.- The Fundamental Zone in R-F Space

Cubic symmetry, as seen in cubic materials, imposes boundaries on the

distinguishable Rodrigues vectors in R-F space. This is because, for every orientation there

are 24 equivalent Rodrigues vectors that could be used to describe it.

The usual convention is to select the R-vector with the smallest, positive rotation

angle. This approach constrains the R-vectors to lie within a truncated cube', known as

the Fundamental or Primitive zone, defined by fourteen planes117 (see figure 61 and

table 10).

The planes that bound the primitive zone are perpendicular to the Rodrigues

vectors, listed below, and are separated from the origin by a distant equal to their

magnitude.

115 Crystal Rotations Represented as Rodrigues Vectors,
R. Becker, S. Panchanadeeswaran, Textures and Microstructure, 1989, Vol 10, pages 167-194.

116 Mathematical Models,
H.M. Cundy, A.P. Rollett, Third Edition, Tarquin Publications (1981), ISBN 0 906212 20 0,
page 103.

117 Crystal Rotations Represented as Rodrigues Vectors,
R. Becker, S. Panchanadeeswaran, Textures and Microstructures, Vol. 10, 1989, 167-194,
page 172.
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R-Vector of Symmetry Plane Equivalent Angle Axis pair  Comment

[±0.4142,0,0] 45° about the x-axis [-±100]
The six octagonal

[0,±0.4142,0] 450 about the y-axis [0±10]
<100> faces

[0,0,±0.4142] 45° about the z-axis [00±1]

[±0.333,0.333,0.333] 60° about [±1,1,1]	 -

[±0.333,0.333,-0.333] 60° about [±1,1,1] The eight triangular

[±0.333,-0.333,-0.333] 60° about [±1,1,I] <111> faces

[±0.333,-0.333,0.333] 60° about [±1,1-,1]

Table 10
	

The 14 cubic symmetry planes, and their Rodrigues vectors, that define the
fundamental or primitive zone in R-F space.

Figure 61	 The Fundamental, or Primitive, zone of Rodrigues-Frank space, depicted as a wire
frame, and a surface - the <111> faces are triangular, the <100> faces octagonal.

The fundamental zone is analogous to the first Brillouin zone"' used in the

reduced zone description of a metals Fermi surface, and the wave-vector of an electron

can, like an R-vector, always be mapped so that it always lies within the first Brillouin zone.

Similarly the Umklapp processes that move an electron's wave-vector between zones can be

compared to the minimum angle approach in R-F space which will discontinuously remap

a n orientation with a large rotation angle.

118 Introduction to Solid State Physics,
C. Kittel, 5th Edition, John Wiley & Sons (1976), ISBN 0-471-49024-5, pages 53 and 251.
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11.- Common Textures in R-F space

To display some of the advantages of R-F space, those textures commonly found

in face centered cubic materials are listed (see table 11), along with their R-vectors and

displayed in R-F space (see figures 62-65).

It should be noted that not all the Rodrigues Vectors lie within the fundamental

zone - the vectors have been arranged such that families of textures, that share a common

normal direction plane, lie on a line in R-F space (see figures 62-65), i.e. they behave as

fibre textures. For more information see Randle"' and Randle and Day'"

Texture Rodrigues Vector

(101) [101] 0.000 0.414 0.000

(101) [212] 0.071 0.414 -0.172

(101) [111] 0.132 0.414 -0.318

(101) [121] 0.214 0.414 -0.518

(101) [131] 0.263 0.414 -0.634

(101) [010] 0.414 0.414 -1.000

(001) [100] 0.000 0.000 0.000

(001) [310] 0.000 0.000 0.162

(001) [320] 0.000 0.000 0.303

(001) [110] 0.000 0.000 0.414

(001) [210] 0.000 0.000 0.236

(112) [111] 0.132 0.318 0.414

(112) [3T2] 0.179 0.270 0.202

(112) [201] 0.213 0.236 0.050

(112) [311] 0.251 0.198 -0.119

(112) [110] 0.318 0.132 -0.414

(102) [010] 0.240 0.236 1.000

(102) [231] 0.118 0.236 0.502

(102) [221] 0.090 0.236 0.382

(102) [211] 0.050 0.236 0.213

(102) [201] 0.000 0.236 0.000

Texture Rodrigues Vector

(113) [332] 0.093 0.224 0.414

(113) [211] 0.119 0.198 0.251

(113) [301] 0.154 0.162 0.025

(113) [110] 0.224 0.093 -0.414

(103) [010] 0.160 0.162 1.000

(103) [321] 0.047 0.162 0.290

(103) [331] 0.065 0.162 0.399

(103) [311] 0.025 0.162 0.154

(103) [301] 0.000 0.162 0.000

(111) [112] 0.210 0.518 0.414

(111) [101] 0.318 0.414 0.132

(111) [312] 0.379 0.353 -0.036

(111) [211] 0.414 0.318 -0.132

(111) [110] 0.518 0.214 -0.414

(011) [011] 0.414 0.414 1.000

(011) [122] 0.414 0.293 0.707

(011) [111] 0.414 0.214 0.518

(011) [21- 1] 0.414 0.132 0.318

(011) [311] 0.414 0.093 0.224

(011) [100] 0.414 0.000 0.000

Table 11
	

Rodrigues Vectors for commonly encountered families of textures.

"9 Microtexture Determination and its Applications,
V. Randle, The Institute of Materials - Book No. 510, ISBN 0-901716 35 9 (1992), pages 123-125.

1" Use of Rodrigues-Frank Space for Representation of Microtexture and Grain Boundary Parameters,
V. Randle, A. Day, Materials Science and Technology, December 1993, Vol. 9, pages 1069-1078.
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Figure 62
	

The (101) and (001) families of textures in Rodrigues-Frank space.
The views are : along the X-, Y-, and Z-axes; and a general one.
Each texture is represented by a circle - the colour scheme used is explained later on in
this chapter
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Figure 63	 The (1 12) and (102) families of textures in Rodrigues-Frank space.
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Figure 64	 The (713) and (103) families of textures in Rodrigues-Frank space.
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Figure 65 The (I I 1 ) and (011) families of textures in Rodrigues-Frank space.
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5.3 Advances in R-F Space Techniques

5.3.1 Introduction

One of the main limitations with Rodrigues space, and indeed many other

orientation representation methods, is the problem of displaying three, or more,

dimensions on a two-dimensional piece of paper.

This problem can be approached in different ways :

a) truncation, with subsequent loss of information - e.g. pole figures,
b) sectioning, displaying discrete parts of the data - e.g. standard Euler space

plots,
c) condensation - reducing the data in a significant manner - e.g.

Rodrigues-Frank space,

It could be argued that both Euler and Rodrigues-Frank space are data

condensation methods, however, unlike Euler space, R-F space reduces the data in such a

way that inherent symmetries are maintained.

5.3.2 R-F Space in 3-Dimensions

Early attempts at displaying data in 3-dimensional Rodrigues vectors in R-F space

used sections 121 which is the conventional manner of displaying Euler angle data or ODFs.

This display method makes it difficult to see clusters of points that straddle sections.

R-F space can also be depicted as a 3-dimensional drawing 122,123, 124. However the

data is still not as distinct as it could be - the points tend to overlap and there is no feeling

of depth to the images.

Even the use of stereo-pairs introduces ambiguities (see diagram below) - apart

from the difficulties of viewing, the visual depth imparted is insufficient.

'21 Crystal Rotations Represented as Rodrigues Vectors,
R. Becker, S. Panchanadeeswaran, Textures and Microstructures, Vol. 10, 1989, pages 167-194.

122 Representation of Orientations of Symmetrical Objects by Rodrigues Vectors,
P. Neumann : in Proc. 9th International Conference on Textures of Materials.

'"Microtexture Determination and its Applications,
V. Randle, The Institute of Materials - Book No. 510, ISBN 0-901716 35 9 (1992),
Figure 5.19, and 5.21a, following pages 116.

'"Use of Rodrigues-Frank Space for Representation of Microtexture and Grain Boundary Parameters,
V. Randle, A. Day, Materials Science and Technology, December 1993, Vol. 9, pages 1069-1078.
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Figure 66 A stereo-pair of R-F space data for random grains.
The specimen is a polycrystalline nickel-base superalloy.

Some of these problems can be overcome by colouring the data points to

correspond to their position in R-F space, the simplest method is to use a brightness that

corresponds to the magnitude of the Rodrigues vector.

Figure 67 Rodrigues Vectors shaded according to their magnitude.

This method is not particularly useful as it can imply spurious depth information.

For example, two well separated points can appear to be adjacent if they are displayed at

similar positions, and have similar magnitudes.

Alternatively, the Rodrigues vector's z-coordinate can be used to decide the points

shading.
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Figure 68 Rodrigues Vectors shaded according to their z-coordinate.

This produces an appreciable feeling of depth, but it can still be improved upon,

e.g. by varying the size of the circles used to depict the Rodrigues Vectors according to

z-coordinate.

Figure 69 Rodrigues Vectors shaded and sized according to their z-coordinate.

However, by far the most informative and intuitive method is to use colour. For

example the points can be coloured according to the absolute values of their coordinates,

[x,y,z], in R-F space.

(R, G, B)	 0.41142[IXI, IYI, IZI]
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Where R, G & B are the red, green and blue components of the colour, and vary

between 0 and 1. Thus, the origin [0,0,0] is coloured black, and the point [0.4142, 0, 0] is

red.

A drawing that shows the colours and orientations (or misorientations, measured

from the reference orientation) that correspond to particular Rodrigues vectors is given in

Appendix C.

Figure 70 Rodrigues Vectors coloured according to their coordinates in R-F space : [x,y,z] maps
onto (R,G,B).

Finally, the size of the points can also be varied. However, this can produce a

visual bias towards points in the foreground.

Figure 71	 Rodrigues Vectors coloured and sized according to their coordinates in R-F space :
[x,y,z] maps onto (R,G,B).
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VAX X-windows and PC Windows software, written by the author, has been used

to display and manipulate R-F space figures. Using this it was found that the ability to

interactively rotate and zoom in on the data gives the best 3-dimensional feel, and allows

texture to be more clearly seen.

5.3.3 Symmetry considerations

One of the most useful properties of R-F space is that rotations that share a

common rotation axis (fibre textures) lie on straight line, it is possible that this line is

disjointed, but by careful selection of the regions of R-F space this can be overcome.

Specimen symmetry can also reduce the volume of R-F space that need be

considered to any of the following boxes, or zones (see figures 72 & 73)

a) X-, Y-, Z-Quadrant, (1/4 of the primitive zone)
b) Octant, (1/8)
c) Double, (1/24)
d) Unit, (1/48)

The X-, Y- and Z- Quadrant boxes are applicable when a specimen has symmetry

about only two of the main cubic axes; the Octant box when there is symmetry about all

the cubic axes; the Double and Unit boxes when there is full cubic symmetry, but in the

case of the Double, the left- or right-handedness of the orientation is distinguishable.

The use of the Unit box in R-F space is analogous to the use of the unit triangle in

pole figures.
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..............

Figure 72 Truncation of Rodrigues-Frank space into boxes - volumes bounded by specimen and
cubic symmetry considerations in R-F Space.
From top left to right : Double, Z-Quadrant, Octant, Unit, Primitive, V-Quadrant,
X-Quadrant.
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Figure 73	 Schematic showing dissection of the primitive box into eight octants, and the octants into
six unit boxes, producing a total of 48 unit boxes.

5.3.4 R-F Space Software

R-F space display and analysis software was written by the author. Several versions

were written to run on different platforms (VAX-station, Personal Computer), under

various operating systems (VMS, MSDOS, and arguably Windows) and graphical interfaces

(X-Windows, Windows 3.1) using Pascal and C.

An example screen snapshot is shown, below, from the Windows 3.1 version.

.....,—.
=.	 Cubic Rodrigues Space - the Movie -© Austin Day 1992 ..±..j.
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Figure 74 Snapshot from ROD - a Windows 3.1 R-F space analysis and display program.

This software was used to generate figures 66-71, and to display data from a

partially directionally solidified nickel-base superalloy, in the following chapter.
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5.4 Orientation Images

5.4.1 Introduction

It would clearly be useful to have a means of readily comparing grain orientation

data with the corresponding microstructure. This would allow, for example, clusters of

grains with similar textures to be identified. It would also be useful to know the grain

boundary angle between two grains, as certain "special" boundaries can have a marked

effect on a materials properties.

5.4.2 Colour Grain Maps

Funake and Tanino 125 used ECP orientation measurements and a secondary

electron image of an etched steel to produce a colour orientation image. Each grain was

assigned a colour according to the position of its normal direction in the unit triangle - see

figure 75 below for an example of a similar colour assignment scheme.

\Mil]

0011	 110]

Figure 75	 Unit Triangle showing a possible scheme for assigning a colour to a crystallographic
direction.

The images they produced were quite informative, but were limited by only being

able to represent a single axis. This is a useful technique for materials that exhibit a strong

fibre texture, in that the normal to the fibre axis can be displayed, but for most materials it

is inadequate.

However, as has already been discussed in this chapter, it is possible to convert a

crystal orientation into a Rodrigues Vector which can be assigned a colour that represents

its position in R-F space. It is clear that this offers a unique means of colouring the grains

in a micrograph according to their orientation.

125 Analysis of Crystallographic Orientation by Means of Electron Channeling Pattern, [sic]
S. Funaki, M. Tanino, Nippon Steel Technical Report, No. 33, April 1987, pages 41-47.
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5.4.3 Orientation Coloured Grain Images

By Combining the improved grain imaging, EBSP calibration techniques and

orientation display methods discussed in this and the previous two chapters, it is possible to

produce micrographs that display both accurate orientation data and spatial information

for the grains in polycrystalline metal specimens.

The method is quite time consuming, and proceeds as follows :

i) A region of the specimen is chosen,
ii) An RGB grain image is produced using the FMBSDs,
iii) The grains are numbered,
iv) The electron probe is moved in turn to the centre of every grain, and

their orientations are measured and noted using the number of the grain
as a reference.

v) The RGB grain image is used to produce an image of only the grain
boundaries,

vi) Each empty grain in the image is filled using a colour that corresponds to
the grain orientation via the R-F vector colouring scheme discussed in
Appendix C.

An example of an Orientation Coloured Grain Image is given in the following

chapter.
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5.5 Conclusions

The 3-dimensionality, compactness, and the retention of specimen symmetry of

R-F space clearly make it an ideal method for displaying both orientation and

misorientation data.

The production of orientation is also productive, but slow. There is, however, a

reasonable chance of this process becoming automated.
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6 Application of New Procedures

6.1 Material and Preparation

Two nickel-base superalloys were examined.

i) DS7, a partially Directionally Solidified MAR M 002 specimen, which
had been frozen while being drawn out of the melt - giving a range
of grain sizes and orientations, from small randomly oriented to
large, columnar [001] aligned.

ii) WE12A, a high purity IN738LC specimen, double electron beam
melted, and stressed to fracture at 850°C - giving large grains that
had undergone deformation.

lb- DS7

The DS specimen was sectioned along its length and polished using diamond

paste down to I pun. This was followed by a 30 minute polish using OPS (colloidal silica).

C 0.15 Mn 0.2 Co 10

Si 0.2 Cr 9 Mo 0.5

Cu 0.1 Ti 1.5 B 0.02

Fe 0.5 Al 5.5 Zr 0.05

Table 12	 Major Element analysis, in weight %, of MAR M 002, balance Nickel.

n IN738LC

The test conditions and composition for WE12A are described in an NPL report

by Tipler and Peck'. The data relevant to this work are given in the following three

tables.

H6An Investigation of the Creep Fracture Process in a Cast Ni-Cr-Base Alloy IN738LC,
H.R. Tiplier, M.S. Peck, NPL Report DMA(A) 33, June 1981.
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Material IN738LC

Stress 170 MPa

Temperature 850°C

Time to Fracture 10,980 hours, — 11/4 years

Minimum Creep Rate 1.9 W 104 % per hour

Strain at Fracture 8.5%

Reduction in Area at Fracture 9.5%

Linear Intercept Grain size 1.68 grains/mm

Table 13	 Test data for WE12A.

C 0.120 Ta 1.550

Cr 15.750 Al 3.400 Cu 0.010

Co 8.350 Ti 3.460 V <0.050

Mo 1.840 Zr 0.053 Si 0.030

W 2.600 Fe 0.050 Hf 0.160

Nb 0.940 Mn 0.010 Ni 61.600

Table 14	 Major Element analysis in weight % of WE12A.

S	 30 Ag <0.1 Se <0.5 As <5

P 60 Bi <0.1 Sn <10 Sb <3

Mg <10 B 100 Te <0.2 0 7

Ca 7 Pb 0.2 Tl <0.1 N 20

Table 15	 Trace Element Analysis, in ppm by weight, of WE12A.
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6.2 Results for DS7

6.2.1 Grain Imaging and Texture

Figure 76	 Example EM film EBSP from DS7.

The suitability of R-F space, for orientation display, was tested on a partially,

directionally solidified (DS) nickel base superalloy specimen, DS7. The specimen had been

frozen while being removed from the melt - this resulted in a grain structure that

graduated from a small-grained random region near the melt, to a strongly textured

columnar grained DS region (see figure 77, below).

The specimen's grains were located via two strategies

i) Area Search :
Using the FMBSDs to image the grain structure, then checking for
additional grain boundaries by moving the probe. (figure 82, a).

ii) Line Search :
Moving the SEMs probe along a line perpendicular to the specimens
DS direction, and noting when the EBSP changed. (figure 82, b J) .



EHT- 20.0 KU HD- 25 mm	 HAG- X 40.0 PHOTO- 5	 R- 40BSD
1.00mm
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For each grain found an orientation measurement was taken, in some cases

sub-grains were encountered, those which were less than an arbitrary 8° from their

neighbour were ignored. The orientations of the grains in the regions marked a-f on figure

77 are displayed in R-F space in figure 82 a-f, and data on grain numbers and line positions

are given in table 16.

willitwoommiummilibr rutirvitaio

edcb a
Figure 77 Schematic showing the grain structure the DS specimen used for this work. The region

that has just come out of the melt is on the right, and the directionally solidified region
is on the left.

Example OCIs are given in the following three figures.

Figure 78
	

OCI of DS7 from near the melt, region a in figure 77.
The image shows many small randomly oriented grains.
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Figure 79

EMT" 20.0 KV ND- 24 mm	 MG- X 40.0 PHOTO- 20	 R. 40BSD1.00mm 	

OCI of DS 7, from near the intelface, region e in figure 77.
The image shows small randomly oriented grains on the right, and larger grains, that
are starting to align their [0011 axes, on the left.

EHT- 20.0 KV WD- 25 mm	 WAG- X 40.0 PHOTO- 29	 R- 40BSD
1.00mm 	

Figure 80
	

OCI of DS 7, from just in the directionally solidified region, just left of region e in
figure 77. The image shows columnar grains that have a weak {200} fibre texture on
the left, and grains from the interface on the right.
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Line /
Area

Distance along
specimen (mm)

Number
of Grains Comments

a 5 102 Area at end of specimen - random

b 14.7 61 Random

c 16 64 Random

d 17.3 33 Slight fibre texture

e 21 28 More fibre texture

35 14 { 200} Fibre Texure

f
50 8 N.B. The orientation

measurements from these four
65 4 line searches were combined for
80 3 clarity.

Table 16	 Area and Line search data for DS7.

For comparison with an existing orientation representation method, the data from

regions a and f were displayed as pole figures :

Figure 81	 {200} Pole figures from areas a and f in figure 77.

While the random nature of region a, and the fibre texture off can clearly be seen

in the relevant pole figures, it should be noted that not all textures and fibre-textures are

so clear, particularly if the wrong poles are selected for display.
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Figure 82
	

The evolution of a {200} fibre texture in R-F space.
Orientation data from the DS specimen, from regions a-f
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The random distribution of points in R-F space for regions a-c is indicative of a

random texture, region d is probably starting to show some fibre-texture, while regions e

& f exhibit a visible {200} fibre-texture.

This clearly shows that R-F space is a useful means of displaying orientation data,

and that a fibre texture can be seen and identified.

6.2.2 Orientation Coloured Grain Images

OCI images, from the DS specimen, were taken and used to create Orientation

Coloured Grain Images (OCGIs); these are displayed in the following three figures.

The region imaged is marked a in figure 77, and consists of many randomly

oriented grains.

Figure 83	 Orientation Contrast Image from the DS specimen.

Orientation contrast images were first produced and used to locate the grain

boundaries. To check for "invisible" grains, the electron probe was moved around inside of

each grain while the corresponding EBSPs were watched for unexpected changes. No

invisible grains were seen.

The orientations of all the grains were then measured and noted.
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The grain image was then traced and converted into a binary image that showed

only the grain outlines; this is depicted below.

Figure 84	 Grain Boundary Image.

The grain orientations were then converted into Rodrigues vectors, by assuming

that the specimen axes were the reference axes; this is shown in figure 85, below.

By using the R-vector colouring scheme, discussed in section 5.3 and Appendix C,

the grain outline image was carefully filled in with the appropriate colour.

The resulting image is shown in figure 86.
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Figure 85	 R-F space depiction of the orientations of the grains shown in figure 83

Figure 86	 Orientation Coloured Grain Image from DS7.

The above image is certainly informative; it shows that the grains are random, but

producing it manually is too time-consuming.
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6.3 Results for WE12A

WE12A was chosen as an example of a deformed nickel-base superalloy, as it had

large grains, and had undergone relatively large amounts of strain - it was known to

contain a large number of cavities.

When the specimen was initially examined, it was observed that it contained

considerably more detail than expected - the grains were very inhomogeneous, and a slight

movement of the electron probe resulted in a pattern shift of a few degrees.

Initially, it had been planned to measure the texture of the specimen and to try to

find some relationship between those grain boundaries that contained cavities and the

orientations of the parent grains.

Using conventional EBSP techniques, it was soon found that this was impractical

as it was difficult to decide where the grains began and ended due to the plethora of detail

within them.

It was decided to try to develop a grain imaging method that could "see" these

details - the result of a lot of development are the OCIs and COCIs produced by the

FMBSDs.

Unfortunately, there was only enough time to do preliminary work on this

specimen, but even these results proved interesting.

N.W.M.M.A...

Grip

Figure 87	 Schematic showing the creep specimen WE12A.

Fracture



MPG- X 50.0	 PHOTIO- 19	 R.. 40BSD
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EHT* 20.0 KV WD .25 mm	 NAG- X 50.0 PHOTO- 9	 R. 40BSD
500 pm	

11E1211

Figure 88	 An OCI from a region of WE12A near to the fracture, see previous figure.
Striations at 45° to the horizontal can be seen in some grains.

Figure 89	 An OCI from near the WE12A grip. Again, striations can be seen in some grains.
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Figure 90	 Magnified view of a broad striation. EBSP where taken from the positions marked A
and B, and from the particle just above and to the right of B.

Figure 91
	

EBSPs from positions A and B in the previous figure.
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Figure 92	 EBSP from the particle displayed in figure 89. When analysed using EDX, the
particle was found to be titanium rich, and was probably a titanium carbide.

Figure 93
	

The orientations of a sample of grains that show strong 45 0 striations displayed as a
contoured <001> pole figure. The pole figure's horizontal axis corresponds to the
specimen's longitudinal axis, and its vertical to the specimen's transverse.

If the electron probe is moved into one of the striations, then there is a clear

rotation of the EBSP - this can be seen by comparing the two patterns in figure 91. The

rotations within a grain are usually less than 5°.

This somewhat cursory glance at WE12A, shows that there is a large amount of

detail, within the grains, that can be imaged using the FMBSDs, and given more time, a

great deal could be learned from it.
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7 Discussion
The majority of the work done in this thesis has been in the development of

diverse EBSP techniques - grain imaging, calibration and orientation display.

There is, perhaps, a lack of the actual application of these techniques, partly due

to a two year Ph.D. being somewhat brief, and also to the author's preference for

technique development.

The improvements in calibration accuracy are clearly important where precise

orientation measurements are needed, but can also be easily applied to those situations

where they are not. The sighting wires offer tangible improvements in pattern centre

measurement, and can also indicate if the specimen has moved. This is clearly a vast

improvement over the fixed focal plane that is usually forced onto the user to keep the

specimen correctly positioned.

Rodrigues-Frank space offers advantages over other orientation display methods,

and will hopefully become more widely accepted. The fact that it retains the specimen's

symmetry is a clear advantage over, say, Euler space.

However, as with all three—dimensional data, it is very difficult to get a real "feel"

for it on the two—dimensional page. By far the best way of viewing it is via an interactive

program that can spin two different views of a R-F space representation, in real time, on

the computer's monitor. This allows any clustering of points, and thus texture, to be

located. The use of colour is critical to give a feeling of depth to the images.

The OCIs produced from the FMBSDs offer a view of grain and grain boundary

structure that is rarely seen in any other technique, with the exception, possibly, of ECPs.

However, the EBSP technique has a better spatial resolution than ECP, and is not quite so

sensitive to specimen preparation. OCIs are also very useful for imaging deformation in a

specimen.

The combination of OCIs to form COCIs is an extremely useful, but

time-consuming technique. A COCI is much clearer than any of its parent images, mainly



s,N
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because the human eye can see subtle nuances in colour better than it can see them in a

grey-scale.

Overall, the tools that have been developed appear to be very powerful and could

easily be applied elsewhere.

7.1 Implication of Results

The pattern centre position is the most critical of the calibration parameters. This

work throws considerable doubt over the pattern centre produced by existing calibration

methods. This can most easily be seen by comparing the three silicon simulations that

cover a range of 6° misalignment in section 4.2.1 - they are so similar that most calibration

software would be unable to differentiate between them.

The sighting wires are a viable technique for locating the pattern centre, and

when used in conjunction with existing calibration techniques can produce dramatic

improvements. They also allow movements in the pattern centre to be observed and

corrected for - this is very important if the specimen needs to be moved. The sighting wires

are the only technique that show this.

The grain OCIs are very informative, and simplified versions of them could easily

be built into existing microscopes that have 4-Quadrant Back-Scatter Detectors.

7.2 Future Application
The work done on nickel-base superalloys is only in its infancy; the time taken to

develop the imaging techniques, that have only recently started to produce such

interesting images, has been prohibitive. There is clearly a lot of information to be gleaned

from the OCI images, and EBSP orientation and possibly strain measurements would be

instructive.
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The imaging of grains and deformation is generally applicable, but could be of

most use for automatic grain sizing. The grain positions would also be useful for an

automatic EBSP orientation measurement system, but the OCI images may contain too

much detail for the software to handle. If these problems can be overcome, then the

automatic production of Orientation Coloured Grain Images, which are, at present, very

laborious to produce, might become viable. These are advantageous in that they show

microstructure and orientation data together in one image.

It is hoped that R-F space will continue to be developed as a means of displaying

orientation data; it offers clear advantages over Euler space. However, there are still some

problems with using the minimum angle Rodrigues vector - as this can produce

discontinuities in the positions of points from certain textures.

7.3 Concluding Remarks
I have enjoyed, for the most part, doing the work presented here, and would be

extremely interested to know if, and how, it will be applied in the future. I certainly hope

that the idea of the sighting wires will be taken up.
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Appendix A: Zone to Plane Conversion
Formulae

Crystal
System	 [Zone]	 (Plane)	 (h k I) =[vu

w 
I

]
Cubic	 [ 1 0 0 1

0 1 0

ti.	 0 0 1

Tetragonal	 1 0	 0
0 1	 0[r]	 0 0 (c /a)2

Orthorhombic

i

a2	 0	 0
0	 b 2	 0
0	 0 c2

Hexagonal

a]

- 2	 —1	 0
_ —1	 2	 0

0	 0	 2 . (c la)2

Rhombohedral	 1	 cos a cos a
cos a	 1	 cos a
cos a cos a	 1

Monoclinic -	 a2	 0	 ca - cos p
o	 b 2 	 0

_ ca • cos (3	 0	 c2
-...1=•-

_L

Triclinic	 a2	 ab • cosy ca • cos p[ 
ab • cos y	 b 2	bc • cos a
ca • cos13 bc - cos a	 c2

Table 17	 Formulae for converting a Zone to its equivalent Plane, after Andrews et al.t

t Interpretation of Electron Diffraction Patterns,
K.W. Andrews, D.J. Dyson, S.R. Keown, Adam Hager Ltd. (1971), ISBN 0 85274 170 7, facing
page 95.
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Appendix B : Plane to Zone Conversion
Formulae

Crystal
System (Plane)	 [Zone]	 [ u v w 1=

.
h
k

\. / ,

-

Cubic 100
010 
[I

[I] 001 

Tetragonal - 1	 0	 0

[El
_ 0	 1	 0

0 0 (a Ic) 2

Orthorhombic 1 /a2	 0	 0
0	 1/b 2 	0

[

0	 0	 1/c2

Hexagonal
_	 _

2	 1	 0

[1:1

1	 1/2 2 	0
0	 0	 i(a lc) 2

_

Rhomb ohedral sin2a	 COS
2 CC - cos a cos 2 

a - cos a
2cos 2 

a - COS a

2	 2

sin 2a 	 cos a — cos a
COS CC - COS CC COS CC - COS CC	 sin2a_

Monoclinic b2c2	 0	 ab2c • cos (3

0	 c2a2sin213	 0
ab 2 c • cos 13	 0	 a2 b 2

_

Triclinic b 2 c 2 sin a	 abc 2 • (cos a cosI3 — cos y) ab2 c • (cos y cos a — cosI3)
abc2 - (cos a cos fl — cosy) 	 c2a2sin 0	 a2 bc • (cos f3cos y — cos a)

[

ab 2 c • (cos y cos a — cosi3) a2 bc • (cos 13cos y — cos a)	 a2b2siny

Table 18	 Formulae for converting a Plane to its equivalent Zone, after Andrews et al.t

t Interpretation of Electron Diffraction Patterns,

K.W. Andrews, D.J. Dyson, S.R. Keown, Adam Hilger Ltd. (1971), ISBN 0 85274 170 7, facing
page 95.
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Appendix C: Colour Mapping in R-F
Space

The use of colour in R-F space orientation representation is very useful, there are

many possible ways of selecting the colour used to represent a Rodrigues vector. The

simplest is to use the vector's indices as the scaled Red, Green & Blue (RGB) components

of the colour. Thus the smaller the magnitude of a Rodrigues vector, the darker its colour.

For example : [0,0,0] —> Black; [0,0, q2-1] —> Blue; [1/3,1/3,1/3] —› Light Grey; et cetera.

Figure 94 shows an octant of R-F space - x, y, z 0; x, y, z, �.12-1; x+y+z 1.

A representation of a cube, rotated from the reference orientation by the equivalent of the

Rodrigues vector, is displayed at regular points within the octant, the cubes are coloured

using the scheme outlined above.

Figure 94	 Colour mapping of Rodrigues vectors in R-F space.
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The following is a listing of the PostScript program that created figure 94. It

performs all the three-dimensional vector manipulations necessary to rotate the cubes

using the PostScript! language itself !

'! PS-Adobe
%%Creator: Austin Day
%%Title: Rodrigues Space
WreationDate: Thu Mar 21 16:65:23 1991
%%Pages: 1
MocumentFonts: Times-Roman ZapfChancery-MediumItalic
W%BoundingBox: 0 0 612 792
%%EndComments

% Text, String operators

/use_font lc stack : fontname fontsize
{/fontsize exch def /fontname exch def
fontname findfont fontsize scalefont setfont gsave 0 0 translate 0 0 moveto
(Q) true charpath pathbbox /fontascent exch def 3 (pop) repeat
0 0 translate 0 0 moveto (q) true charpath pathbbox pop pop /fontdescent exch

def pop
grestore def % defines : fontname, fontsize, fontascent, fontdescent

/ct % stack : text x y
{moveto dup stringwidth pop -2 div fontascent -2 div rmoveto show def

/rj % stack : text x y
(moveto dup stringwidth pop -1 div fontascent -2 div rmoveto show ) def

/lj % stack : text x y
(moveto 0 fontascent -2 div rmoveto show def

/concatenate % stack : stringl string2 => string
( 2 copy exch length exch length 2 copy add exch pop
string /conca exch def conca 0 5 -1 roll putinterval
conca exch 3 -1 roll putinterval conca ) def

/zonetostring % stack : [u v w]	 ([11,v,w))

{ aload pop exch 3 -1 roll (\133) exch 15 string cvs concatenate
(,) concatenate exch 15 string cvs concatenate (,) concatenate
exch 15 string cvs concatenate (\135) concatenate ) def

W Set up a series of Vector manipulation commands.

/createzone % stack : u v w 	 [u v w)
{ 3 array astore ) def

/magnitude % stack : [ 1.1 v w] => magnitude
{ aload pop /w1 exch def /v1 exch def /ul exch def
ul ul mul vi vl mul wl wl mul add add
dup 0 gt	 sqrt	 { pop 0 ) ifelse ) def

/unit % stack : [u v w] => [u/m vim w/m]
{ aload pop /wl exch def /v1 exch def /ul exch def
ul ul mul vi vl mul wl wl mul add add
dup 0 gt { sqrt } { pop 1 ifelse /magn exch def
ul magn div vi magn div wl magn div
3 array astore ) def

/dot % stack : [ul vi wl] [u2 v2 w2] => dot_product
{ aload pop /wl exch def /v1 exch def /ul exch def
aload pop /w2 exch def /v2 exch def /u2 exch def
ul u2 mul vl v2 mul wl w2 mul add add ) def

/cross % stack : [ul v1 w1] [u2 v2 w2] => [cross_product)
{ aload pop /w2 exch def /v2 exch def /u2 exch def

t PostScript Language : Tutorial and Cookbook,
Adobe Systems Inc., Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1989, ISBN 0-201-10179-3.
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aload pop /wl exch def /v1 exch def /ul exch def
vi w2 mul wl v2 mul sub wl u2 mul ul w2 mul sub
ul v2 mul vi u2 mul sub 3 array astore } def

/projection % stack [u v w] => x y z; uses x0 y0 rOproj, x y zcube
{ /eeek exch def
eeek ypaper dot rOproj mul x0proj add
eeek zpaper dot rOproj mul yOproj add
eeek xpaper dot rOproj mul } def

/vectoradd % stack Dal vi wl] [u2 v2 w21 => [ul+u2 v1+v2 wl+w2]
{ /vec2 exch def /vecl exch def
0 1 2 { dup vecl exch get exch vec2 exch get add } for
3 array astore } def

/vectormultiply % stack [ul vi wl] [u2 v2 w2] => [ul*u2 vl*v2 wl*w21
{ /vec2 exch def /vecl exch def
0 1 2 { dup vecl exch get exch vec2 exch get mul } for
3 array astore } def

/zonetimesscalar % stack : [u v w] s => [u*s vs w*s]
{ /scal exch def /vect exch def
0 1 2 { vect exch get scal mul } for
3 array astore } def

/rodproj I stack : [u v w] => x y
{ /zrod exch def
x0 zrod ypaper dot 0.4142135 div r0 mul add
y0 zrod zpaper dot 0.4142135 div r0 mul add } def
/rotateaboutzone % stack [Ur Vr Wr] [u v w] theta => [11' v' 10]
{ /thetaa exch def /zzzz exch def /rzzz exch def /magnit zzzz magnitude def
rzzz magnitude 0 ne rzzz zzzz dot abs 1 ne and {
/zzzz zzzz unit def /rzzz rzzz unit def /cosphii zzzz rzzz dot def
/sinphii 1 cosphii dup mul sub dup 0 gt { sqrt } { pop 0 } ifelse def
/qzzz rzzz zzzz cross unit def /pzzz qzzz rzzz cross unit def
/szzz qzzz thetaa sin zonetimesscalar pzzz thetaa cos zonetimesscalar vectoradd

def
rzzz cosphii zonetimesscalar szzz sinphii zonetimesscalar vectoradd
unit magn zonetimesscalar } { zzzz } ifelse } def

/unrodrigues % stack [u v w] => [ux vx wx] [uy vy wy]
{ /zyx exch def /abc zyx magnitude 1 atan 2 mul def
zyx [1 0 0] abc rotateaboutzone zyx [0 1 0] abc rotateaboutzone } def

/insideoctant % stack : [u v w] => boolean
{ /zrod exch def % u,v,w exist [0,0.4142]; u+v+w exists [0,1]
zrod 0 get dup 0 ge exch 0.4142135 le and
zrod 1 get dup 0 ge exch 0.4142135 le and
zrod 2 get dup 0 ge exch 0.4142135 le and
0 zrod ( add } forall 1 le and and and } def

/insidefourtyeigth I stack : [u v w] => boolean
( /zrod exch def % u,v,w e [0,0.4142]; u+v+w<=1; u-v>=0; v-w>=0
zrod 0 get dup 0 ge exch 0.4142135 le and
zrod 1 get dup 0 ge exch 0.4142135 le and
zrod 2 get dup 0 ge exch 0.4142135 le and
0 zrod { add } forall 1 le
zrod 0 get zrod 1 get sub 0 ge
zrod 1 get zrod 2 get sub 0 ge
5 { and } repeat } def

/cubeboundary % stack [u v w] => d
{ /cubb exch def /maxx 0 def
cubb { dup maxx gt { /maxx exch def } ( pop } ifelse } forall
maxx 0 le { /maxx 1 def } if
cubb 1 maxx div zonetimesscalar magnitude 0.57735 mul} def

/cubism % stack [u v w] => [u'v'W]
{ aload pop xcube exch zonetimesscalar 3 1 roll
ycube exch zonetimesscalar 3 1 roll
zcube exch zonetimesscalar 3 1 roll
vectoradd vectoradd /eeek exch def
eeek ypaper dot rOproj mul x0proj add
eeek zpaper dot rOproj mul yOproj add
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eeek xpaper dot rOproj mul ) def
/drawcube % stack : x y r [ux vx wx] [uy vy
{ /ycube exch def /xcube exch def /rOproj exch def
/y0proj exch def /x0proj exch def /zcube xcube ycube cross unit def
/ycube zcube xcube cross unit def /xcube xcube unit def
newpath currentrgbcolor 0 setgray x0proj yOproj moveto
xaxis joinlength -2 div zonetimesscalar projection pop lineto
x0proj yOproj moveto yaxis joinlength -2 div zonetimesscalar
projection pop lineto x0proj yOproj moveto zaxis joinlength -2 div
zonetimesscalar projection pop lineto stroke setrgbcolor
faces
{ /face exch def normals face 0 get get cubism 0 ge
{ newpath vertices face 1 get get cubism pop moveto
2 1 4 { vertices exch face exch get get cubism pop lineto )
for closepath gsave fill grestore
currentrgbcolor 0 setgray stroke setrgbcolor ) if pop pop ) forall

newpath 0 setgray
xaxis xcube cubeboundary zonetimesscalar projection pop moveto
xaxis joinlength 2 div zonetimesscalar projection pop lineto
yaxis ycube cubeboundary zonetimesscalar projection pop moveto
yaxis joinlength 2 div zonetimesscalar projection pop lineto
zaxis zcube cubeboundary zonetimesscalar projection pop moveto
zaxis joinlength 2 div zonetimesscalar projection pop lineto
stroke def

/drawaxes
{ newpath [0 0 01 rodproj moveto [0.75 0 0] rodproj lineto
[0 0 0] rodproj moveto [0 0.75 0] rodproj lineto
[0 0 0] rodproj moveto [0 0 0.75] rodproj lineto stroke 1 def

/rgb % stack [u v w1

{ aload pop 3 { abs 0.4142135 div 3 1 roll ) repeat setrgbcolor ) def
% cube normals, vertices etc.
/normals [ [1 0 0] [0 1 0] [-1 0 01 [0 -1 01 [0 0 1] [0 0 -1] 1 def
/vertices 1 [0.57735 0.57735 0.57735]	 [0.57735 0.57735 -0.577351

[0.57735 -0.57735 -0.57735] [0.57735 -0.57735 0.57735]

	

[-0.57735 0.57735 0.57735]	 [-0.57735 0.57735 -0.57735]
[-0.57735 -0.57735 -0.57735] [-0.57735 -0.57735 0.57735] ] def

% define a face in terms of it's normal and 4 vertices
/faces ( [ 0 3 2 1 0	 [ 1 0 4 5 1 ] [ 2 7 6 5 4 ]

	

( 3 3 7 6 2 ] [ 4 0 3 7 4 	 [ 5 1 2 6 5 ] ] def

% Main Program : Use A3 Landscape : 280x190mm

72 25.4 div 1.4142 mul dup scale 7 7 translate
95 140 translate 90 rotate -140 -95 translate
/ZapfChancery-MediumItalic 10 use_font (Rodrigues Space) 140 185 ct
0.000001 setlinewidth
/x0 140 def /y0 70 def /r0 110 def
/alpha 35 def /beta -20 def
/xaxis [1 0 01 unit def /yaxis [0 1 0] unit def /zaxis [0 0 1] unit def
/xpaper zaxis xaxis alpha rotateaboutzone def
/ypaper zaxis yaxis alpha rotateaboutzone def
/zpaper ypaper zaxis beta rotateaboutzone def
/xpaper ypaper xpaper beta rotateaboutzone def

/n 7 def /cuberadius 4 def /joinlength r0 n 1 sub div cuberadius div def
drawaxes
0 1 n 1 sub { /w exch n 1 sub div 0.4142135 mul def
0 1 n 1 sub { /v exch n 1 sub div 0.4142135 mul def
0 1 n 1 sub { /u exch n 1 sub div 0.4142135 mul def
/z Eu v w] def
z ins ideoctant { z rgb z rodproj cuberadius z unrodrigues

drawcube } if 1 for 1 for 1 for
showpage
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Appendix D: Examples of EBSP Image
Processing

The following images show the effects of the various EBSP image enhancements,

they are :

• Averaging of n frames - averaging a large number of frames reduces the
amount of noise in the image, but is slow. It is useful to be able to perform
a moving average, as this allows a less noisy "live" image to be observed.

• Parabolic Background Correction - the uneven brightness across the raw
EBSP can be corrected for by subtracting a curved background and then
increasing the image's contrast.

• Defocussed Background Correction - by defocussing the electron beam an
image may be created that consists of only the EBSP background signal and
any blemishes in the camera or phosphor. This can then be subtracted
from subsequent images, prior to contrast stretching.



1	 2

4	 8

16 Averaging 128
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Appendix E: Small
Rhombicuboctahedral
Kikuchi Map

One of the main difficulties with recognising and indexing an EBSP is that of

identifying the zones and planes that constitute it - in some cases it is simply a matter of

experience and a knowledge of the main structures visible.

The problem is basically that of displaying a three-dimensional surface in two

dimensions, and is similar to the limitations found when trying to displaying pole figures,

and maps of the world. The plethora of projections that have been developed for world

maps - e.g. Bonne's, conical, cylindrical, Mollweide's, polyconic, sinusoidal, zenithal - is an

indication of the difficulties faced in trying to maintain the area and relationship between

features upon projection.

There have been many attempts to display EBSPs, and their simulations, on a

two-dimensional piece of paper - the most obvious is the gnomonically projected image

formed on a flat phosphor by an EBSP. Other projections can also be used, for example

Schmidt and Olesent produced a simulation of a spherical ECP map for quartz.

By far the best way to display an EBSP is on the surface of a sphere, centred on

the excitation volume of the specimen, however this is a difficult method, potentially

involving the montaging of many small photographs together. This method was employed

by W.B. Hutchinson" to produce a spherical Kikuchi map of ferrite.

It was with this approach in mind that the author produced a series of polyhedral

Kikuchi maps - cubic; cuboctahedral; modified truncated cube; small rhombicuboctahedral

- with each face being a suitably scaled, gnomonically projected EBSP simulation. Of all the

polyhedra, the small rhombicuboctahedron is by far the most useful, in that it displays

m3m cubic symmetry, and consists of six square {001}, twelve square {110} and eight

triangular {111} faces : see the figure below and the subsequent pages.

t Computer-Aided Determination of Crystal-Lattice Orientation from Electron-Channeling Patterns in the SEM,
N-H. Schmidt, N. 0. Olesen, Canadian Mineralogist (1989), Vol. 27, pages 15-22.

tt Microtexture Determination and its Applications,
V. Randle, The Institute of Materials - Book No. 510, ISBN 0-901716 35 9 (1992), page 49.
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Figure 95
	

The Small Rhombicuboctahedron.

Figure 96
	

Face Centred Cubic, Nickel-base Superalloy Kikuchi Map, projected onto the faces of a
Small Rhombicuboctahedron.
[Fold-out double page, following this page]





faze Centred. Cubic

41,

© Austin Day - 1990

NTL, & Bristof University
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Appendix F: Iterative Fitting Model

The following program and files were used in the iterative fitting model.

The program is written in Microsoft Pascal 4.0.

IT.PAS
PROGRAM Cubic_EBSP_fitting(input, output);

{ (c) Austin Day - 1993; NPL
Models accuracy of iterative fitting of EBSP, uses -real dimensions )

LABEL
urkkle;

CONST
max_num_zones = SO;
pi = 3.14159265358;
NumRands = 2500;

TYPE
zone = ARRAY [1..3] OF real;
threed . ARRAY [1..3] OF real;
string8 = LSTRING(8);
string255 . LSTRING(255);
string80 = LSTRING(80);
string40 = LSTRING(40);
RandNumType = ARRAY [1..NumRands] OF real;

VAR
{ Zone list }
zones : ARRAY [1..max_num_zones] of zone;
{ real and calculated zone positions )
real_pos, p2 : ARRAY [1..max_num_zones] of threed;
orient : ARRAY [1..3] of zone;

outfile, outfile2 : text;
outfilename, outfile2name : string40;
randfile : TEXT;
Comment : string40;

RandNums : RandNumType;
Seed : integer;

pcx, pcy, pcz : real;

{ projection axes }
pc, ho, ve : zone;

error : real;
a,b, m, n, x,y : integer;
num_x, num_y : integer;
dx, dy : real;
Z : zone;
g : threed;
sum_ZE, sum_AE : real;

number_of_zones : integer;
	 { number of zones used for fitting }

phosphor : real;
	

{ Phosphor diameter in mm }
screen_top : real;
	

{ top of screen }



screen bottom : real;
screen left : real;
screen_right : real;
specimen screen : real;
pattern_centre_x : real;
pattern_centre_y : real;
pixel_size : real;
average : integer;
accuracy : real;
minx : real;

max_x : real;
step_x : real;
min_y : real;
max_y : real;
step_y : real;
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( bottom of screen }
{ left of screen }
{ right of screen }
{ specimen to screen distance in mm }
{ horizontal position of PC from phosphor centre }
{ vertical position of PC from phosphor centre }
{ size of a pixel in mm)
{ number of crystals to average over )
displacement of zones from their true positions )

{ PC perturbation parameters, define scan region and step
size }

(**** Random Functions ****)
FUNCTION TICS : WORD; EXTERNAL;

PROCEDURE OpenRandom;
VAR n : integer; r : real;
BEGIN
ASSIGN(randfile, 'RANDOM.NUM');
RESET(randfile);
FOR n := 1 TO NumRands DO
READ(randfile, RandNums[n]);

CLOSE(randfile);
Seed := ORD(TICS)+1;

END;

FUNCTION Random : real;
VAR r : real;
BEGIN

Seed := Seed + 1;
IF (Seed>=NumRands-3) THEN Seed := 1+ORD(TICS);
Random := RandNums[Seed];

END;

(**** External Functions ****)
FUNCTION A2SRQQ(sin_t, cos_t : real4) : real4; EXTERNAL;

(**** Zone manipulation routines ****)

FUNCTION create_zone(u,v,w : real) : zone;
VAR z : zone;
BEGIN

z [1] := u; z [2] := v; z [3] := w;
create_zone := z;

END;

FUNCTION cross(a, b : zone) : zone;
VAR c : zone;
BEGIN

c [1] := a [2] *b [3] -b [2] *a [3] ;
c [2] := a [3] *b [1] -b [3] *a [11 ;
c[31 := a [1] *b [2] -b [1] *a [2] ;
cross := c;

END;

FUNCTION dot(a, b : zone) : real;
VAR d real;
BEGIN

d := a [1] *b [1] +a [2] *b [2] +a [3] *b [3]
dot : = d;

END;

FUNCTION unit_zone(a : zone) : zone;
VAR m : real; u : zone;
BEGIN

m := SQRT (ABS (a [1] *a [1] +a [2] *a [2] +a [3] *a [3] ) ) ;
IF (m<=0) THEN m := 1;
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u[1] := a[1]/m;
u[2] := a[2]/m;
u[3] := a[3]/m;
unit_zone := u;

END;

FUNCTION magnitude(z : zone) : real;
VAR m : real; n : integer;
BEGIN m := 0;

FOR n := 1 TO 3 DO m := m + SQR(z[n]);
IF (m<=0) THEN m := le-20

ELSE m := SQRT(ABS(m));
magnitude := m;

END; {Proc magnitude}

FUNCTION rotate_about_zone(z, r : zone; a : real) : zone;
VAR b, c, d, e, f : zone; m, t, ca, sa : real; n : integer;

BEGIN
m := magnitude(z); f := z;
b := unit_zone(z); c := unit_zone(r);
t := dot(b,c);
IF (ABS(t)<1) THEN
BEGIN

ca := COS(a); sa := SIN(a);
d := cross(b,c); d := unit_zone(d);
b := cross(c,d); b unit_zone(b);
FOR n := 1 TO 3 DO

e[n] := ca*b[n] + sa*d[n];
ca := COS(t); sa := SIN(t);
FOR n := 1 TO 3 DO

f[n] := m*(sa*c[n] + ca*e[n]);
END;
rotate_about_zone

END;

FUNCTION gnomonic(a : zone) : threed;
( projects a zone onto imaging screen, and returns its coordinates
VAR x, y, z : real; g : threed;
BEGIN
x := dot(a, ho);
y := dot(a, ye);
z := dot(a, pc);
IF (z>0) THEN g[3] := 1

ELSE g[3] := -1;
IF (ABS(z)>le-B) THEN
BEGIN

sal] := pox + (pcz*x/z);
g[2] := pcy + (pcz*y/z);

END
ELSE BEGIN g[1] := 0; g[2] := 0; END;

gnomonic := g;
END; (Func gnomonic}

FUNCTION ungnomonic(x, y : real) : zone;
( converts imaging screen coordinates back to a zone }
VAR n : integer; g : zone;
BEGIN

FOR n :. 1 TO 3 DO
g[n] := (pcs*pc[n]) + ((x-pcx)*hoCril)	 ((y-pcy)*ye[n]);

ungnomonic := unit_zone(g);
END; (Func ungnomonic}

FUNCTION zone error : real;
( calculates the mean zone displacement error }
VAR n : integer; a : threed; d, e : real;
EGI
e := 0;
0 n := 1 TO number of_zones DO
MGM
a := gnomonic(zonesfnl);
d := SivT(ABS((SOR(a[1]-real_pos[n,1])+SQR(a[2]-real_pos(n,21))));
e := e	 d;
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END;
zone_error := e/number_of_zones;

END; {Func zone error)

FUNCTION sdev_zone_error : real;
{ calculates the sdev zone displacement error )
VAR n : integer; a : threed; d, e, e2 : real;
BEGIN

e := zone error; e2 := 0;
FOR n := 1 TO number_of_zones DO
BEGIN

a := gnomonic(zones[n]);
d := SQRT(ABSUSQR(a[1]-real_pos[n,11)+SQR(a[2]-real_pos(n,2]))));
e2 := e2 + SQR(d-e);

END;
e SQRT(e2)/number_of_zones;
sdev_zone_error := e;

END; {Func sdev_zone_error)

FUNCTION sdev_zone_error2 : real;
{ calculates the sdev zone displacement error
VAR n : integer; a : threed; d2, e, e2 : real;
BEGIN

e 0; e2 := 0;
FOR n := 1 TO number_of_zones DO
BEGIN

a := gnomonic(zones[n]);
d2 := SQR(a[11-real_pos[n,1])+SQR(a[2]-real_pos[n,21);
e := e + SQRT (ABS (d2) ) ;
e2 := e2 + d2;

END;
e := SQRT(ABS(e2-e*e))/number_of_zones;
sdev_zone_error2 := e;

END; {Func sdev_zone_error}

FUNCTION crystal_rotation_error : real;
{ calculates the approx. angle of misalignment between real and calculated crystals

{ FUNCTION ACSRQQ(CONSTS a : REAL4) : REAL4; EXTERNAL; )
VAR a, e, x,y,z : real;
BEGIN
x := ARCTAN(SQRT(ABS(1/SQR(dot(ho, orient[1]))-1)));
y := ARCTAN(SQRT(ABS(1/SQR(dot(ve, orient[2]fl-l)));
Z := ARCTAN(SQRT(ABS(1/SQR(dot(pc, orient[31))-1)));
a := x+y+z;
crystal_rotation_error := a*180/pi;

END; {Func zone error)

PROCEDURE spin_x;
VAR y : real; n : integer; g : threed;
BEGIN

{ Calculate torque about the x-axis due to zone displacement)
y := 0;
FOR n := 1 TO number_of_zones DO
BEGIN

• := gnomonic(zones[n]);
y := y + g[1] - real_pos[n,1];

END;
y := -y/number_of_zones/pcz;
PC := rotate_about_zone(pc, ve, y);
ho := rotate_about_zone(ho, ve, y);
{ WRITELN('Torque-x :	 y:8:4); )

END;

PROCEDURE spin_y;
VAR x : real; n : integer; g : threed;
BEGIN

{ Calculate torque about the y-axis due to zone displacement)
X := 0;
FOR n := I TO number_of_zones DO
BEGIN
g := gnomonic(zones[n]);
X := x + g[2] - real_pos[n,21;
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END;
x := x/number_of_zones/pcz;
PC := rotate_about_zone(pc, ho, x);
ve := rotate_about_zone(ve, ho, x);
{ WRITELN('Torque-y :	 x:8:4);

END;

PROCEDURE spin_z;
VAR n : integer; g : threed;

h : threed; invert : boolean; e, e0 : real;
p, q, a, b, c, r : real;
p0, hO, v0 : zone;
number_upside_down : integer;

BEGIN
a := 0; b := 0; number_upside_down := 0;
FOR n := 1 TO number_of_zones DO
BEGIN

g := gnomonic(zones[n]);
{ Calculate torque about current PC
IF (g[3]<0) THEN number_upside_down := number_upside_down + 1;
BEGIN

a := a + real_pos[n,1]*g[2] - real_pos[n,2]*g[1];
b := b + real_pos[n,1]*g[1] + real_pos[n,2]*g[2];

END;
END;
IF (ABS(a)>le-10) AND (ABS(b)>le-10) THEN
BEGIN

{ r := atan(a, b); )
r := a/b;

END
ELSE

BEGIN
r := 0;

END;

{ WRITELN('Torque-z :	 r:8:4, ' atan(', a:8:4, ',', b:8:4, ')');

IF (3*number_upside_down>number_of_zones) THEN
FOR n := 1 TO 3 DO {inversion}
BEGIN

PC (n] := -Pcfn]; ho [n] := -ho[n]; ye [n] := -ye En]
END;

ho := rotate_about_zone(ho, pc, -r);
ve := rotate_about_zone(ve, pc, -r);

{ Check pi rotation
e0 := zone error;
FOR n := 1 TO 3 DO

BEGIN ho En] := -ho En]; vein] := -ve[n]; END;
e := zone error;
IF (e>e0) THEN
FOR n := 1 TO 3 DO

BEGIN ho[n] := -ho[n]; ve[n] := -ve[n]; END;
END;

PROCEDURE twiddle crystal;
BEGIN

spin_x;
spin_y;
spin_z;

END; {Proc twiddle crystal)

FUNCTION RandScreenZone : zone;
{ generates an -random zone that projects on to the imaging screen
VAR x,y : real;
BEGIN

x := screen_left*random + screen_right*random;
y := screen_bottom*random + screen_top*random;
RandScreenZone := ungnomonic(x,y);
{ WRITELN('	 Random Screen Zone :	 ** (', x:7:3, 1 ,', y:7:3,	 ) **'); )

END;
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FUNCTION RandZone : zone;
generates a random zone }

VAR z : zone;
BEGIN
REPEAT

:= 2*random-1; z[3] := 2*randoM-1;z[1] := 2*random-1; z[2]
UNTIL ( (magnitude(z)>0.5) AND (magnitude(z)<1) );
z := unit_zone(z);
RandZone := z;

END;

PROCEDURE GenRandCrystal;
Generate crystal random orientation }

VAR x,y : integer;
BEGIN
REPEAT

orient[1] := RandZone; orient[2] := RandZone;
UNTIL (ABS(dot(orient[1],orient[2])) > 0.5);
orient[3] := cross(orient[1], orient[2]);
orient[1] := cross(orient[2], orient[3]);
orient [2) := cross(orient[3], orient[1]);
FOR x := 1 TO 3 DO

orient [x] := unit_zone(orient[x]);
ho := orient[1]; ve := orient[2]; pc := orient[3];
pcx := pattern_centre_x; pcy := pattern_centre_y;
pcz := specimen_screen;

WRITELN('*** Crystal Orientation ***');
WRITELN( 	 1', ho[1]:7:4,	 ho[2]:7:4,
WRITELN('	 [', ve[1]:7:4,	 ve[2]:7:4,
WRITELN('	 [', pc[1]:7:4,	 pc[2]:7:4,
WRITELN;

END;

h0[3]	 ,1 .);
ve [3] :7:4,	 ;
Pc [3] :7:4,

PROCEDURE GenRandScreenZones;
Generates random zones that lie somewhere on the imaging screen

VAR n : integer;
BEGIN

WRITELN(*** Random Zones ***.); )
FOR n := 1 TO number_of_zones DO
BEGIN

zones[n] := RandScreenZone;
real_pos[n] := gnomonic(zones[n]); 	 real position of zone }
perturbation )

real_pos[n,1] := real_pos[n,1] + pixel_size*accuracy*(2*Random-1);
real_pos[n,2] := real_pos[n,2] + pixel_size*accuracy*(2*Random-1);

WRITE(n:3);
WRITE(' : 1', zones[n,1]:7:4,	 zones[n,2]:7:4,	 zonesEn,31:7:4, ']');
WRITE(' - (', real_pos[n,1]:7:3, 	 real_pos[n,2]:7:3, ')');
WRITELN; )

END;
{ WRITELN;
END;

PROCEDURE Header(VAR outfile : TEXT);
BEGIN

WRITELN(outfile);
WRITELN(outfile, '* EBSP Iterative Fitting Model - (c) Austin Day, Nov 1993');
WRITELN(outfile, 'W 	
WRITELN(outfile, I%

WRITELN(outfile, I%

WRITELN(outfile, .w

WRITELN(outfile,
WRITELN(outfile,

WRITELN(outfile, 't
WRITELN(outfile, '*

	

Number of Zones :	 number_of_zones:1);

	

Phosphor Diam. :	 FLOAT(phosphor):1:2,	 mm.);
Imaging Region : t1=(', FLOAT(screen_left):1:2,

FLOAT(screen_top):1:2, ');
'br=(', FLOAT(screen_right):1:2,

FLOAT(screen_bottom):1:2, ') mm');
Specimen-Screen : 1 , FLOAT(specimen_screen):1:2, ' mm');
Pattern Centre : (., FLOAT(pattern_centre_x):1:2,

FLOAT(pattern_centre_y):1:2, ') mm');

	

Pixel Size :	 FLOAT(pixel_size):1:4, ' mm');

	

Average over :	 average:1, ' Random Crystals Orientations');



t1=( 1 , FLOAT(min_x):1:2,	 FLOAT(max_y):1:2, ');

'br.( 1 , FLOAT(max_x):1:2,	 FLOAT(min_y):1:2,

(', FLOAT(step_x):1:3, 	 FLOAT(step_y):1:3, ')

FLOAT(accuracy):1:1, ' pixels');
outfilename);
outfile2name);

', comment);
' ) ;
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WRITELN(outfile, ' Ye. 	 Iterate Region
1

mm');

WRITELN(outfile, 'W PC Iterate Step
mm');

WRITELN(outfile, 1 % Zone Accuracy
WRITELN(outfile, 'W Output Crys File
WRITELN(outfile, 'W Output Zone File
WRITELN(outfile, 't 	 Comment
WRITELN(outfile,
WRITELN(outfile);

END;

PROCEDURE ReadParams(f : string40);
VAR inf : TEXT;
BEGIN
ASSIGN(inf, f);
RESET(inf);

READLN(inf, number_of_zones);
	

{ number of zones used for fitting
WRITELN(' Number of Zones	 number_of_zones:1):
READLN(inf, phosphor);
	

{ Phosphor diameter in mm )
WRITELN('	 Phosphor Diam.	 FLOAT(phosphor):1:2, ' mm');
READLN(inf, screen_top);
	

{ top of screen )
READLN(inf, screen_bottom);
	

{ bottom of screen )
READLN(inf, screen_left);
	

{ left of screen
READLN(inf, screen_right);
	

{ right of screen
WRITELN('	 Imaging Region	 t1=(', FLOAT(screen_left):1:2, 	 FLOAT(screen_top):1:2,

'br=(', FLOAT(screen_right):1:2,
FLOAT(screen_bottom):1:2, ') mm');

READLN(inf, specimen_screen); 	 { specimen to screen distance in mm
WRITELN(' Specimen-Screen :	 FLOAT(specimen_screen):1:2, ' mm');
READLN(inf, pattern_centre_x); 	 { horizontal position of PC from phosphor centre )
READLN(inf, pattern_centre_y); 	 { vertical position of PC from phosphor centre
WRITELN('	 Pattern Centre : (', FLOAT(pattern_centre_x):1:2,

FLOAT(pattern_centre_y):1:2, ') mm');
READLN(inf, pixel_size); 	 { size of a pixel in mm)
WRITELN('	 Pixel Size :	 FLOAT(pixel_size):1:4, ' mm');
READLN(inf, average); 	 { number of crystals to average over
WRITELN('	 Average over :	 average:1, ' Random Crystals Orientations');
READLN(inf, accuracy); 	 { displacement of zones from their true positions )
WRITELN('	 Zone Accuracy :	 FLOAT(accuracy):1:1, ' pixels');
READLN(inf, min_x);

	

	 { PC perturbation parameters, define scan region
and step size

READLN(inf, max_x);
READLN(inf, step_x);
READLN(inf, min_y);
READLN(inf, max_y);
READLN(inf, step_y);
WRITELN('	 Iterate Region : t1=(', FLOAT(min_x):1:2,	 FLOAT(max_y):1:2, ');

	

'br=(', FLOAT(max_x):1:2,	 FLOAT(min_y):1:2, ') mm');
WRITELN(' PC Iterate Step : (', FLOAT(step_x):1:3, 	 FLOAT(step_y):1:3, ') mm');
READLN(inf, outfilename);
WRITELN(' Output Crys File : 	 outfilename);
READLN(inf, outfile2name);
WRITELN(' Output Zone File : 	 outfile2name);
READLN(inf, comment);
WRITELN('	 Comment : ', comment);
WRITELN;

CLOSE(inf);
END;

BEGIN {main program)
WRITELN;
WRITELN('This Program Models Iterative Fitting of Cubic EBSPs');
WRITELN('	 (c) Austin Day, November 1993');
WRITELN;

ReadParams('IT.DAT'); OpenRandom;
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num_x := TRUNC((max_x-min_x)/step_x+0.5);
num_y := TRUNC((max_y-min_y)/step_y+0.5);

ASSIGN(outfile, outfilename);
REWRITE(outfile);
ASSIGN(outfile2, outfile2name);
REWRITE(outfile2);

WRITE(outfile,
WRITE(outfile2,

FOR x := 0 TO num_x DO
BEGIN

dx := min_x + FLOAT(x)*step_x;
WRITE(outfile,	 dx:7:3);
WRITE(outfile2,	 dx:7:3);

END;
WRITELN(outfile);
WRITELN(outfile2);

FOR y := 0 TO num_y DO
BEGIN

dy := min_y + FLOAT(y) *step_y;
WRITE(outfile, dy:7:3);
WRITE(outfile2, dy:7:3);
FOR x := 0 TO num_x DO
BEGIN
dx := minx + FLOAT(x)*step_x;
sum_ZE := 0; sum_AE := 0;
FOR n := 1 TO average DO
BEGIN
dx := minx + FLOAT(x)*step_x;

GenRandCrystal;
GenRandScreenZones;

pcx := pattern_centre_x + dx;
pcy := pattern_centre_y + dy;

FOR m := 1 TO 30 DO
twiddle crystal;

sum_ZE := sum_ZE + zone error;
sum_AE := sum_AE + crystal_rotation_error;

END;
sum_ZE := sum_ZE/average;
sum_AE := sum_AE/average;

WRITELNP*** Fitting Zones *** 	 TRUNC(FLOAT(y*num_x+x) /
FLOAT(num_x+1)/FLOAT(num_y+1)*100):1, 'k,

'dPC : ( , ,dx:1:2,	 dy:1:2, .) mm');
WRITELN(' Mean Zone Error : 	 sum_ZE:8:4, ' mm');
WRITELN(' Mean Zone Angle : 	 (sum_ZE/pcz*180/pi):7:3, ' degrees');
WRITELN(' Crystal On Err :	 sum_AE:7:3, ' degrees');
WRITELN;
WRITE(outfile,	 sum_AE:7:3);
WRITE(outfile2,',', (sum_ZE/pcz*180/pi):7:3);

END;
WRITELN(outfile);
WRITELN(outfile2);

END;

WRITELN(outfile);
WRITELN(outfile, '% Average Crystal Axis (angular) displacement as a function of PC');
Header(outfile);

WRITELN(outfile2);
WRITELN(outfile2, 't Average Zone (angular) displacement as a function of PC');
Header(outfile2);

CLOSE(outfile);
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CLOSE(outfile2);

urkkle:

WRITELN('Thats all folks....'); WRITELN;
END.

IT.DAT

	10	 = Number of Zones
50.3 = Phosphor Diameter, in mm
37.0 = Top of Visible Screen, measured from centre of Phosphor, in mm
-29.0 . Bottom of screen
-44.0 = Left of screen
44.0 . Right of screen
44.6 = Specimen to screen distance, in mm
0.0 = Pattern Centre X-coord, measured from centre of Phosphor, in mm

10.7 . Pattern Centre Y-coord
0.12 = Approximate size of an imaging Pixel, in mm

	

3000	 = Number of Random Crystal Orientations to average over
5.0 = Accuracy of Zone position, zones are perturbed by this number of pixels
0.0 = Minimum x-coord for PC perturbation scan area, in mm, relative to PC

20.0 = Maximum x-coord
2.0 = Step size in x direction, for scanning PC

-20.0 = Minimum y-coord for PC perturbation scan area, in mm, relative to PC
20.0 = Maximum y-coord
2.0 = Step size in y direction, for scanning PC

crys_05.txt
zone_05.txt
5 px inaccuracy used

CRYS_05.TXT
, 0.000, 2.000, 4.000, 6.000, 8.000,10.000,12.000,14.000,16.000,18.000,20.000

-20.000,47.230,48.641,50.771,53.688,56.081,58.556,61.769,64.135,67.184,69.997,72.796
-18.000,42.843,44.389,46.688,49.406,52.175,54.805,57.666,60.842,63.711,67.034,69.655
-16.000,38.201,39.776,42.429,44.748,48.084,50.770,53.644,56.919,60.364,63.310,66.294
-14.000,33.517,35.340,37.723,40.406,43.697,46.616,50.023,53.209,56.391,59.773,62.768
-12.000,28.757,30.598,33.337,36.248,39.375,42.658,46.104,49.492,52.983,56.251,59.567

-10.000,24.099,26.002,28.742,31.805,35.189,38.576,42.338,45.413,49.197,52.757,56.374

-8.000,19.293,21.288,24.276,27.472,31.033,34.870,38.431,42.214,45.912,49.774,53.594
-6.000,14.455,16.690,19.827,23.331,27.163,31.063,34.930,38.723,43.119,46.327,50.045
-4.000, 9.633,12.153,15.550,19.503,23.533,27.636,31.827,35.841,39.832,43.723,47.328
-2.000, 4.960, 7.779,11.737,16.017,20.439,24.713,28.901,33 .131,37.260,41.044,45.230
0.000, 0.767, 4.822, 9.298,13.798,18.335,22.760,27.417,31.476,35.624,39.921,43.824
2.000, 4.929, 7.645,11.642,15.841,20.060,24.320,28.586,32.459,36.571,40.636,44.782
4.000, 9.494,11.845,15.189,19.019,22.824,26.919,30.997,34.734,38.822,42.307,45.970
6.000,14.082,15.924,19.141,22.456,26.201,29.825,33.569,37.345,41.235,44.826,48.112
8.000,18.450,20.313,23.148,26.256,29.606,32.912,36.699,40.193,43.395,46.999,50.819

10.000,23.042,24.435,26.883,30.103,32.929,36.326,39.803,43.088,46.323,49.758,53.043
12.000,27.143,28.557,30.942,33.903,36.604,39.791,42.845,45.807,49.797,52.847,54.834
14.000,30.956,32.534,34.933,37.336,40.401,43.117,46.033,49.000,52.240,54.585,57.924
16.000,35.313,36.009,38.667,41.134,43.626,46.603,49.014,52.108,54.785,57.563,60.695
18.000,38.858,40.310,42.427,44.560,47.045,49.679,52.416,54.864,57.200,60.365,62.651
20.000,42.858,43.746,45.302,48.185,50.114,52.775,55.474,57.253,60.097,62.954,65.314

Is Average Crystal Axis (angular) displacement as a function of PC

Is EBSP Iterative Fitting Model - (c) Austin Day, Nov 1993
* 	
* Number of Zones : 10
* Phosphor Diam. : 50.30 mm
Is	 Imaging Region : t1=(-44.00,37.00); br=(44.00,-29.00) mm
I Specimen-Screen : 44.60 mm
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Silicon Carbide

Zinc Sulphide

Arsenic

Graphite

--

Sodium Chloride
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All of the crystals shown below were created by a program I wrote, and never finished, called,

suprisingly enough, CRYSTAL. It was supposed to calculate, using a simple kinematical electron

model, the approximate intensities of Kikuchi bands. It was mainly coded when I "started" writing

up my thesis, the summer before last. Perhaps, now I've completed this tome, I'll finish it.

t	 Chambers : Crystal	 n. rock-crystal, a clear quartz, like ice...
[0.Fr. cristal — L. crystallum — Gr. krystallos, ice — kryos, frost.]
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